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v BY THECOMPTROLLERGENERAL

:&port To The Congress
OF THE UNITEDSTATES
,PotentiaI Benefits Of Federal Magistrates
System Can Be Better Realized
The magistrates
system has become an important and
integral part of the Federal judicial system and has
helped to reduce the workload
on Federal judges.
However,
actions
could be taken to better utilize
magistrates
which would further reduce the burden
on district court judges. GAO recommends
that the
Judicial Confsrence
of the United States:
--Encourage,
through
the issuance
of a policy
statement,
all district courts to develop a comprehensive plan within their district for using magistrates more effectively
and efficiently.
--Disseminate
to all districts on a more formal
basis the criteria for approving requests for new
magistrate
positions.
--Provide additional
guidance to the district
in implementing
the civil trial provision
Federal Magistrates
Act.

courts
of the

Further, GAO recommends
that the Congress amend
the Federal Magistrates
Act to provide that the designation of a magistrate
to conduct proceedings
does
not preclude a district judge from exercising jurisdiction over any case.
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To the President
of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
This report
discusses actions necessary to enhance the effectiveness
of the Federal magistrates
system.
In chapter 3, we
recommend that the Judicial
Conference more actively
support the
magistrates
system by encouraging expanded use of magistrates
and more organized district
approaches to magistrate
utilization.
to the Congress to
Also, we have made recommendations
modify the Federal Magistrates
Act to eliminate
technical
barriers
that are impeding the use of magistrates
by district
courts.
Copies of this report
are being sent to the Director,
Office
of Management and Budget; the Chairmen, House and Senate
Judiciary
Committees;
the Chief Justice
of the United States;
the Director,
Administrative
Office
of the United States Courts;
the Chairman, Judicial
Conference Committee on the Administration of the Federal Magistrates
System; and the chief judge of
each Federal district
court.

&4- .

Comptroller
General
of the United States

COMPTROLLERGENERAL'S
REPORTTO THE CONGRESS

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF FEDERAL
MAGISTRATESSYSTEMCAN BE
BETTER REALIZED

DIGEST
-----GAO's review in 11 Federal district
courts
showed that despite
increasing
productivity,
district
courts civil
case backlogs continue
to rise.
Therefore,
GAO recommends that the
Judicial
Conference,
the policymaking
body of
the judiciary,
take a more active role in
promoting the greater
use of magistrates
to
alleviate
the burden of increased workload in
district
courts.
The 1J.S. Magistrates
System was created by the
Federal Magistrates
Act of 1968 (Public Law
90-578) to improve the Federal judicial
system
by easing the workload on Federal judges and
providing
the public with a speedier resoluMagistrates
are
tion of litigative
matters.
subordinate
district
court officials
empowered
to perform many of the duties previously
perThe magisformed only by district
judges.
trates
have made a substantial
contribution
to
the movement of cases in Federal district
courts which is demonstrated
by the dramatic
increase in district
court production--368
civil
cases terminated
per judge for the year
ended June 30, 1982, compared to only 201 for
However, the
the year ended June 30, 1970.
courts could make even greater
use of magistrates
if certain
obstacles
were eliminated.
MAGISTRATESCOULD FURTHER EASE
BURDENON DISTRICT COURT JUDGES
-The magistrates
system has evolved differently
in individual
districts
resulting
in duties
and roles of individual
magistrates
varying
The magistrates
among and within districts.
system could help to alleviate
the burden of
increased workload in district
courts
if more
information
was disseminated
among district
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courts on uses being made of magistrates,
districts
better
planned for the use of magisand
district
courts understood the
trates,
criteria
for approving magistrate
positions.
(See PP. 14 to 34.)
Expanded use of magistrates
needed--GAO found
that magistrates
can effectively
and efficiently-perform
all duties authorized
by law.
magistrates
perform a wide
In some districts,
other districts
limit
their
variety
of duties;
These limitations
are based on the peruse.
sonal preferences
and perceptions
of judges,
the belief
that magistrates
cannot handle many
and a lack of information
on the exmatters,
tent magistrates
are being used successfully
GAO believes
that if more
by other districts.
information
was disseminated
among district
courts of the uses being made of magistrates
and experimentation
with novel uses was
encouraged that districts
that are limiting
the use of magistrates
would have a better
appreciation
of the role magistrates
can play.
(See pp. 18 to 25.)
Better planning for the use of magistrates
needed-- GAO found that plans for use of magistrates
do not exist in all districts,
as enIn district
courts
visioned by the Congress.
without
plans magistrates
have been assigned
duties without
regard for overall
district
needs.
Better comprehensive planning which
considers
the overall
efficiency
and effectiveness
of the use of magistrates
is needed
if magistrates
are to more fully
contribute
to
the improved movement of cases within
their
These plans should consider the
districts.
total
needs of the district
court including
the types of cases, overall
workload,
and the
(See pp. 26 and
present use of magistrates.
27.)
System for establishing
magistrate
positions
needs improvement--GAO found that the current
system for approving new magistrate
positions
However, it is
is based on sound criteria.
not as effective
as it might be in identifying
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opportunities
to establish
new positions
or to
obtain approval
for them.
The system relies
on the unsolicited
initiation
of requests for
new positions
by individual
district
courts,
however, the courts are not adequately
informed on the criteria
used for approval.
(See pp. 28 to 32.)
CHANGESNEEDED TO FULLY ACHIEVE
CIVIL TRIAL PROVISIONS
OF THE MAGISTRATESACT
Existing
law provides that upon the consent of
the litigants,
magistrates
who have been designated by the district
court can conduct and
enter judgments in civil
matters.
This was
intended to lighten
the judges'
burdens while
improving the public's
access to the court.
Different
interpretations
and applications
of
the act's provisions
have led to its inconsistent
implementation.
Magistrates'
jurisdiction
over civil
trials
has created a problem-- Officialxn
two of the
11 districts
included in GAO's review had designated no magistrates
to exercise
civil
trial
jurisdiction
because they believed the
language of the Magistrates
Act hinders,
or
even prohibits,
judges from assuming jurisdiction
over cases in which the parties
have
consented to magistrates'
jurisdiction.
Officials
in these districts
were concerned
that they would lose control
over individual
cases.
Thus, they believed
they would have a
problem in fully
managing the district's
case
workload.
Because of the varying
interpretation
of the act and to increase the use of
magistrates
presiding
over civil
trials,
GAO
believes that the act needs to be clarified
so
that the designation
of a magistrate
does not
preclude a district
judge's jurisdiction
over
a case.
(See pp. 37 to 39.)
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Involvement
of judges in advising
litigants
of
their opportunities
is inconsistent--Judges
and magistrates
are forbidden
by the Federal
Magistrates
Act from persuading or inducing
parties
to consent to trial
before a magistrate.
Judges have interpreted
this section
differently
and wide variations
of judicial
involvement
exist in the process of notifying
the litigant
of his/her
"right
to consent" to
trial
by a magistrate.
(See pp. 39 and 40.)
Followup enhances the consent to trial
notification
process--The
Federal Magistrates
Act
charges the district
court clerk with the
responsibility
for notifying
parties
of their
opportunity
to have a magistrate
hear and deNine of the 11 district
cide their
case.
courts GAO visited
have desiqnated
magistrates
to conduct civil
trials.
Even though all nine
districts
initially
notify
litigants
of their
opportunity
to have a magistrate
hear litigants'
cases, GAO found that only one district
court actively
followed
up when consent was
As a result,
not obtained from the litigants.
this district
was obtaining
a greater
number
of consents for magistrates
to hear cases.
(See pp. 40 and 41.)
RECOMMENDATION
TO THE CONGRESS
GAO recommends that the Congress amend
act to provide that the designation
of
istrate
to conduct proceedings
does not
clude a district
judge from exercising
diction
over any case.
(See p. 43.)

the
a magprejuris-

RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE JUDICIAL
CONFERENCEOF THE UNITED STATES
GAO recommends that

the Judicial

Conference:

--Encourage
district
courts and judges who
restrict
the use of magistrates
to explore
methods to increase the use of their magistrates.
To accomplish this the Conference
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should improve the system
for disseminating
information
regarding
the experiences
in
other court districts
on the use being
made of magistrates
and make it more formal
and routinely
available
to all district
courts.
--Encourage,
through the issuance of a policy
statement,
all district
courts to analyze
their
current
use of magistrates
and develop
within
their respective
district
a comprehensive plan for using magistrates
in the
most
effective
and efficient
manner.
--More formally
disseminate
to all district
courts the criteria
used in evaluating
and
approving applications
for new full-time
magistrate
positions.
Further,
the Conference and the Administrative
Office
should
rely less exclusively
on court-initiated
requests and should identify
those courts
that should be encouraged to request additional
magistrate
positions.
(See p. 34.)
GAO also recommends that in order to make the
more consistent
and increase the effectiveness
of the civil
trial
provisions
of the
act, the Judicial
Conference should provide
additional
guidance to the district
courts
in
implementing
the civil
trial
provision
of the
Magistrates
Act.
Further,
the Conference
should identify
for clerks of the court
methods for notifying
litigants
of their
opportunities
to have a magistrate
hear their
cases, including
follow up procedures.
(See
p. 43.)
system

AGENCY COMMENTSAND GAO'S EVALUATION
The Judicial
Conference's
Magistrates
Committee,
the Administrative
Office of the U.S.
Courts,
and 10 of the 11 Federal district
courts GAO visited
commented on the report.
These entities
generally
agreed with the
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report's
findings,
conclusions
and recommendations.
The GAO recommendations
that encourage the development of comprehensive district
plans and that the Congress revise the language of the Federal Magistrates
Act evoked
some discussion
and disagreement.
One district
court disagreed with GAO's concept of a comprehensive district
plan for use
of magistrates
because it did not believe such
an approach would be feasible
in district
courts with more than one judge and more than
GAO does not believe the
one magistrate.
concept of a comprehensive plan is invalid
in
such a district.
GAO believes
it is
In fact,
even more important
for such a district
to
periodically
review and analyze its workload
and determine the most advantageous approach
to using magistrates.
Further,
the judges, in
such courts must work together
and agree on
what types of duties magistrates
will be assigned so that matters that magistrates
cannot
handle as efficiently
as judges are retained
by judges, thereby,
enabling magistrates
to
better
serve all the court's
judges more
fully.
(See pp. 34 and 35.)
GAO's original
legislative
proposal called for
the district
judges to show "good cause" why
they retained
control
over a case even though
the litigants
had consented to have a magistrate hear the case.
In this regard,
the
Magistrates
Committee, Administrative
Office
and one district
court agreed that a legislative
change was necessary but believed a
change proposed by the Judicial
Conference was
Another district
said it
more appropriate.
did not believe a legislative
change was necessary but would not object to such a change.
After considering
their views, GAO revised its
recommendation by eliminating
the phrase "good
cause" but retained
the concept that litigants
should be told the reason for not allowing
the
GAO believes
magistrates
to handle the case.
that such notice would help to maintain public
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confidence
in the magistrates
system by apprising
the litigants
why a judge plans to
handle the case.
(See pp. 43 and 44.)

GAO initiated
its review to determine whether
magistrates
(1) were being used efficiently
and effectively
and (2) could be utilized
to a
greater
extent to assist
the Federal judicial
To accomplish this,
GAO performed
its
system.
work at 11 Federal district
courts--the
central and southern districts
of California;
the
eastern district
of Louisiana;
the northern
and southern districts
of Ohio; and the districts
of Connecticut,
Maryland, Massachusetts,
and the District
Oregon, Rhode Island,
of Columbia.
(See PP. 4 and 5.)
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INTRODUCTION
The position
of United States magistrate
was created by the
Congress in 1968 to improve the Federal judicial
system and to
help alleviate
the burden of increasing
workload and backlogs on
the U.S. district
courts and judges.
In October 1982, the 94
district
courts had 515 authorized
district
judge positions
and
223 authorized
full-time
maqistrate
positions.
In fiscal
year
1982 the magistrates
system cost about $31 million
to operate.
Because of the interest
and concern on the part of the Congress,
the judiciary,
and the public,
we reviewed the operations of the magistrates
system to determine
its impact on the
overall
Federal judicial
system.
We conducted our review at 11
of the 94 Federal district
courts l/ and reviewed studies of
the magistrates
system conducted by the Judicial
Conference of
the United States,
the Federal Bar Association,
and other private parties.
information.)
(See p. 4 for detailed
THE OBJECTIVES
OF THE
MAGISTRATESSYSTEM
---.
-.The Federal Magistrates
Act of 1968 2/ reformed the U.S.
district
court system by abolishing
the UTS. commissioner position and creating
in its place an upgraded judicial
officer
known as a U.S. magistrate.
During the intervening
years the
Congress has modified the system to deal with the evolving needs
of the judiciary.
The overall
objectives
of the system are:
--Increase
the overall
efficiency
ciary by relieving
the district
burdens.

of the Federal judijudges of some of their

l-/Central
(Los Angeles) and Southern (San Diego) California;
Connecticut;
District
of Columbia; Eastern Louisiana
(New
Orleans);
Maryland; Massachusetts;
Northern
(Cleveland)
and
Southern (Cincinnati)
Ohio; Oregon; and Rhode Island.
Law 90-578, 82 Stat.
-*/Public
at 28 U.S.C. SS604, 631-639
1979).
(Supp. III

1107 (1968)
(codified
and 18 U.S.C. s§3060,

as amended
3401-3402

--Provide
criminal

a means for
matters.

a speedier

resolution

of certain

--Perform
various judicial
duties under the supervision
of
the district
courts in order to assist
in handling an
ever-increasing
caseload.
--Provide
district
of cases.
--Increase
unhurried
judicatory
--Improve
public,

judges

more time

to preside

at the trial

the time available
to judges for the careful
performance of their
vital
and traditional
duties.
access to the Federal courts for
especially
the less-advantaged.

and
ad-

the American

--Provide
a supplementary
judicial
power designed to meet
the ebb and flow of the demands made on the Federal judiciary.
--Create
a vehicle
by which litigants
and voluntarily,
to a less formal,
expensive means of resolving
civil
it

A discussion
of the magistrates
provides
is contained
in chapter

can consent,
freely
more rapid,
and less
controversies.

system and the services
2.

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE
OF THE JUDICIARY AND ITS
IMPACT ON THE MAGISTRATES
The judicial
branch of the Government has three levels of
administration-the Judicial
Conference of the United States,
the judicial
councils
of the 12 judicial
circuits,
and the 94
Associated
with this structure
is the Admindistrict
courts.
Each level has
istrative
Office
of the United States Courts.
management responsibilities
for the magistrates
system.
Judicial

Conference

of the United

States

The Judicial
Conference of the United States,
the policyis composed of judges from the
making body of the judiciary,
various
levels of the Federal judiciary,
including
the Supreme
Court, district
bankruptcy
courts,
and courts of apcourts,
peals.
Its interests
include court administration,
assignment
of litigation,
general rules of
of judges, just determination

promotion of simplicity
in procedures,
practice
and procedures,
and
elimination
of
unjustifiable
fairness
in administration,
expense and delay.
It also has general responsibility
for
setting
policy
for the judiciary,
for recommending appropriate
legislation,
for reviewing
rules of practice,
and for otherwise
supervising
the administration
of the courts.
Except for its
direct
authority
over the Administrative
Office,
the Conference
is not vested with the day-to-day
administrative
responsibility
for the Federal judiciary.
The Conference,
with the assistance
of the Administrative
Office,
determines
the number, location,
and salaries
of the
magistrate
positions,
subject to the appropriation
of funds by
the Congress.
The Conference also oversees the operation
of the
magistrates
system by approving rules and regulations
promulqated by the Director
of the Administrative
Office
to govern
operating
procedures
the administration
of the system, including
It issues regulations
and statistical
reportinq
requirements.
qoverninq
conduct and potential
conflicts-of-interest
of
maqistrates.
The Conference exercises
its responsibilities
with regard
to the magistrates
through its Committee on the Administration
of the Federal Magistrates
System (hereinafter
referred
to as
The magistrates
committee is comthe magistrates
committee).
posed of 12 judqes-- one from each of the Federal circuits--and
a single United States magistrate.
It meets twice a year and
its staff
and counsel functions
are performed by the Maqistrates
Division
of the Administrative
Office.
,Judicial
-.~_-.-

councils

--of the circuits

The United States is divided into 12 judicial
circuits,
each containing
a court of appeals (circuit
court)
and from 1
Each
judicial
circuit
has
a
judicial
to 15 district
courts.
council consisting
of both appeals and district
court judges
Eaih
The councils
are required
to meet at least twice a year.
council
considers
the quarterly
reports
on district
court activities
prepared by the Administrative
Office
and takes approprithe councils
promulgate orders to
ate action.
Additionally,
promote the effective
and expeditious
administration
of the
courta'
business within
their respective
circuits.
The councils'
role in the administration
of the
trates
system includes reviewing
recommendations
for
tion of, and changes in, magistrate
positions
within
spective
circuits;
reviewing
requests by magistrates
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magisthe creatheir
refor legal

assistant
positions;
certifying
magistrates
appointed prior
to
April
1980 as coJnpetent
to try civil
cases; and approving contractual
court reporting
services
and courtroom and office
space
for magistrates.
The councils
also act on any complaints
against magistrates.
Actual removal or discipline
of a magistrate,
however, is left
to the discretion
of the district
courts.
I1.S. district----..

courts

There are 94 Federal district
courts.
The Magistrates
Act
vested the greatest
amount of authority
over the magistrates
and
their
activities
with the district
courts and their
judges.
The
judges of each court formulate
local rules and orders and generally
determine how court activities
will
be managed. The
local rules specify duties to be assigned and the manner for
allocating
them among the magistrates.
The district
judges appoint the magistrates
and may remove them for specific
cause.
Administrative
Office ..--of
theUnited
Sc$tes
Courts
----The Administrative
Office
of the United States Courts is
headed by a Director,
who is appointed by the United States Supreme Court.
The Director
is the administrative
officer
of the
United States courts.
Under the supervision
and direction
of
the Judicial
Conference,
the Director
supervises
all administrative matters
relating
to the management of magistrates.
Acting
through the Magistrates
Division,
the Director
makes recommendations as to the number, type, location,
and salary of magistrate
positions,
prepares legal and administrative
manuals for the
magistrates
system, develops forms, determines
staffing
levels
and otherwise
provides
necessary support serfor magistrates,
The Director
also
vices for the magistrates
and their
staffs.
gathers,
compiles,
and evaluates
statistical
and other information to produce an annual report on the magistrates'
workload
for use by the Judicial
Conference and the Congress.
OBJECTIVES,
SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
-In examining the magistrates
system, our objectives
were to
determine
the impact that the magistrates
system was having on
the judiciary.
We conducted our review at the Administrative
Office
of the United States Courts in Washington,
D.C., and at
11 Federal district
courts.
The court selections
were based on
caseload size, the number of magistrates,
and location.
The
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1judge and magistrate
complements of the courts reviewed ranged
from 2 to 17 judges and from 1 to 6 full-time
magistrates;
the
totals
represented
approximately
20 percent of all district
judges and magistrates.
Furthermore,
the district
courts selected accounted for 20 percent of all cases filed
and 21 percent of all terminated
cases by the Federal district
courts during the statistical
year ended June 30, 1981.
We compared the
duties of magistrates
in each district
with those of their
counterparts
in the other districts
as well as with those duties
desiqnated
by the Congress when creating
and modifying
the magistrates
system.
(See page 43 for a more detailed
profile
of
the districts
selected.)
To obtain the necessary information,
we interviewed
judges,
magistrates,
and clerks of the court to determine how the magistrates
system functions.
We also interviewed
attorneys
and
local bar association
officers
regarding
their
experiences
with
and observations
of the magistrates
in meeting congressional
objectives.
Furthermore,
we spoke to representatives
of the
appropriate
circuits
courts,
the Chairman of the Judicial
Conference's
Committee on the Administration
of the Federal
Magistrates
System, and staff
of the Administrative
Office's
Magistrates
Division.
We examined our prior reports,
Administrative
Office
internal
audit reports
of district
courts'
operations,
and
annual statistical
and operational
reports
prepared by the
Administrative
Office,
as well as activity
reports
prepared by
individual
magistrates.
We studied laws, congressional
bills,
legislative
histories,
operation
manuals,
committee reports,
model local district
court rules and professional
articles
we reviewed in
dealing with the magistrates
system.
Further,
detail
written
reports
prepared by the Administrative
Office
on
district
courts'
requests for new magistrate
positions.
We also
studied proposed changes to the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedures.
In this regard,
we spoke with the Chairman of the Judicial Conference's
Standing Committee on Rules of Practice
and
Procedure.
Our detailed
field review work was performed between
January 1981 and May 1982.
updated information
was obtained at
the Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts through January
1983.
This review was performed in accordance with generally
accepted Government auditing
standards.

CHAPTER 2
FEDERALMAGISTRATESHAVE
BECOMEAN IMPORTANT AND INTEGRAL
PART OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL

SYSTEM

Federal magistrates
have become an important
and integral
component of the Federal district
courts.
The position
was
created to improve the Federal judicial
system and to alleviate
the burden of increasing
workload and backlogs in the district
courts.
Since 1968 magistrates'
authority
and duties have been
expanded and the magistrates
now annually process tens of thousands of matters which district
judges would otherwise
have to
handle.
Judges are then able to devote their
time to other
important
duties.
Since the establishment
of the magistrate.s
system, district
court productivity
has increased dramatically-- 368 civil
cases terminated
per judge for the year ended
June 30, 1982,
versus 201 for the year ended June 30, 1970 (before the nationwide
implementation
of the magistrates
system).
Although the magistrates
system may not be the sole reason for
this increased production,
it is clearly
a major contributor.
However, the district
courts are still
faced with large backEfficient,
logs, due to a tremendous increase in case filings.
effective
use of magistrates,
therefore,
is necessary if the
courts are to keep up with the increasing
workload.
MAGISTRATESREPLACEDTHE
11,s. COMMISSIONER SYSTEM
The Federal Magistrates
Act of 1968 reformed the U.S. district
court system by abolishing
the U.S. commissioner position
and creating
in its place an upgraded judicial
officer
known as
a tJ.S. magistrate.
Congressional
hearings held from 1965
through 1968 showed that the U.S. commissioner
system had many
substantial
defects,
including:
They
--Commissioners
had limited
judicial
authority.
handled initial
proceedings
in criminal
cases, and some
also tried
persons charged with petty offenses
(maximum
penalty of imprisonment of not more than 6 months or a
fine of not more than $500 or both) committed on Federal
enclaves.
--Attracting
highly qualified
individuals
was difficult.
Commissioners were paid on a fee system (maximum annual
according
to the nature and
salary of only $10,500),
number of matters they handled.
Due to the fee system
the busiest
IJ.S. commissioners
were underpaid for the
amount of work they did.
6

--Commissioners
were not required
to be trained
in law and
almost one-third
of the over 700 commissioners
were not
attorneys.
However, commissioners
frequently
had to apply complicated
rules of constitutional
and Federal law.
The desire to eliminate
these defects,
coupled with the need to
deal with an ever increasing
district
court workload--case
filings increased by almost 50 percent between 1960 and 1968-prompted the Congress to pass legislation.
The act created magistrates
as upgraded judicial
officials
in terms of qualifications,
stature,
compensation,
and responsibilities.
The Congress reasoned that such an official,
responsible to district
judges, would provide certain
advantages.
Elevated standards,
responsibilities,
and salary would make the
The inposition
more attractive
to qualified
individuals.
responsibilities
would free discreased scope of magistrates'
trict
judges from procedural
and ministerial
tasks, allowing
them more time to try cases and to handle more significant
problems.
The act established
fulland part-time
magistrate
positions.
Full-time
magistrates
were given 8-year terms of office
with salaries
substantially
higher than commissioners'
salaPart-time
magistrates
were given 4-year terms and paid
ries.
Magistrates
according
to existing
and anticipated
workload.
except that part-time
magistrates
were required
to be attorneys,
did not have to be attorneys
if qualified
members of the bar
were not available.
The Congress believed
that because magistrates
had to interpret
statutes
and follow
complicated
rules of
procedure,
legal training
was required.
The Judicial
Conference was made responsible
for determinThe selecing the number and location
of magistrate
positions.
to the judges of the intion of magistrates,
however, was left
dividual
district
courts because the Congress believed that the
judges would select the best possible
candidates
to assist
in
conducting
court business.
Magistrates'
jurisdiction
was greatly
---m*
--expanded over
that
of
the
commissioners
--The act gave magistrates
increased criminal
trial
jurisdiction
over what the commissioners
had and authorized
magistrates
to assist district
court judges in handling a wide range
of civil
proceedings.
The act initially
provided magistrates
with authority
to perform three basic types of judicial
duties:
--All
the powers and duties
commissioners.

formerly
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exercised

by U.S.

--The trial
and disposition
of minor criminal
offenses
(maximum penalty of imprisonment
of not more than 1 year
or a fine of not more than $1,000, or both) with the consent of the defendant.
--The following
additional
duties to assist
the district
court judges in disposing
of their
caseloads:
conduct
pretrial
and discovery
proceedings
in civil
and criminal
cases, preliminary
review of prisoner
habeas corpus petitions,
serve as a special master in appropriate
civil
cases, and such additional
duties that were not inconsistent with the Constitution
and laws of the United States.
Although magistrates
were given increased jurisdiction,
the
act clearly
made them subordinate
judicial
officials.
Magistrates
were placed under direct
control
of the district
court
judges, who were given the discretion
to assign matters
to the
magistrates
as they saw fit.
Therefore,
the act provided judges
with flexibility
in managing their
caseloads.
The district
court could authorize
magistrates
to try minor criminal
offenses.
Minor offenses
were defined
in the act
as misdemeanors for which the maximum penalty was a $1,000 fine
and/or l-year
imprisonment,
except for certain
statutory
exceptions.
This authorization
represented
a substantial
increase
over the authority
of commissioners.
Commissioners'
criminal
trial
jurisdiction
was limited
to only petty offenses
committed
on Federal enclaves.
The increased authority
was intended to
relieve
the district
judges' burden of trying
minor criminal
matters and reduce the crowded dockets that existed
in many
districts.
However, before a magistrate
could try a minor offense the defendant had to consent to a trial
before a magistrate
and waive the right
to a trial
before a district
judge.
Although the law listed
only three specific
categories
of
additional
duties assignable
to magistrates
(the conduct of
preliminary
review of prispretrial
and discovery
proceedings,
oner habeas corpus petitions,
and serving as a special master in
it clearly
permitted
delegation
of
appropriate
civil
cases),
other matters
as long as such duties were not inconsistent
with
The Conthe Constitution
and the laws of the United States.
gress believed
that authorizing
magistrates
to perform various
duties would increase the time available
for district
judges to
handle other more important
matters.
MAGISTRATEAUTHORITY UNDER ADDITIONAL
DUTIES SECTION OF THE ACT WAS UNCLEAR
tions

Shortly
after
the magistrates
system was implemented quesarose over the "additional
duties"
provision
of the act.
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of appeals differed
as to what types of proceedings
district
judges could delegate to maqistrates.
While many district
courts progressively
expanded the responsibilities
of magistrates,
others did not because
of what they viewed as the uncertain
language of the provision
and various appellate
court
decisions
regarding
the
types of matters that could be referred
to maqistrates.
Major problem areas addressed by the courts of
appeals concerned the authority
of magistrates
to:
conduct
hearings on motions to dismiss and motions for summary judgment,
review determinations
of the Social Security
Administration,
and
conduct evidentiary
hearings on prisoner
petitions.
Courts

In June 1974,
the Supreme Court acted for the first
time
on a jurisdictional
issue
affecting
magistrates.
In Wing0 vs.
WeddinT, 3/ the Court held that magistrates
could make only
si?;;inary
reviews of prisoner
petitions
and could not hold
evidentiary
hearings in a habeas corpus proceeding.
The Chief
Justice,
in a dissentinq
opinion,
expressly
invited
the Congress
to enact new legislation
to clarify
its intentions
on the
authority
of maqistrates.
AMENDMENTSFURTHER EXPANDED
AND CLARIFIED MAGISTRATE JURISDICTION
-----The unclear additional
duties section prompted the Congress
in 1976 to amend the act. 4/ The amendments clarified
maqistrates'
jurisdiction
in pevforming
additional
duties.
They
superseded the Wing? vs. Weddinq decision
and counteracted
appellate
court decisions
invalidating
various uses of magistrates.
However, the 1976 amendments primarily
reflected
the
broad ranqe of duties already being performed by many maqistrates.
The 1976 amendments specifically
authorized
the judge to
designate
a maqistrate
to hear and determine any pretrial
matter
pending before the court except for certain
matters
statutorily
excluded.
Those excluded were motions:
for injunctive
relief,
for judqment on the pleadings,
for summary judqment,
to dismiss
or quash
an indictment
or information
made by the defendant,
to
suppress evidence in a criminal
case, to dismiss or to permit
maintenance of a class action,
to dismiss for failure
to state a
claim
upon which relief
can be granted,
and to involuntarily
dismiss an action.
For those matters excluded the magistrate
was authorized
to conduct hearinqs
and submit recommendations
to
the district
judge.
With consent of the parties,
however, a
maqistrate
could serve as a special master in any civil
case.
.-3/418

IJ.S. 461 (1974).

"I/Public
Law 94-577, 90 Stat.
2729 (1976)
(codified
at 28
Ss636(b) (1976)
[herein after
cited as the 1976
1J.S.C.
amendments.]
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The Federal

Magistrates

Act of

1979

In 1979, the Congress saw the need to further
assist the
judges and expand the use of magistrates.
While the 1968 act
and the 1976 amendments souqht to free the time of district
judqes by permittinq
them to delegate a wide variety
of pretrial
functions
and proceedinqs
to maqistrates,
the 1979 amendments
5J souqht to free the district
judqes' time in a different manner.
Magistrates
were permitted
to conduct more trials
of both civil
and criminal
cases when desired by both litiqants.
The amendments
--gave

jury

magistrates
the authority
to conduct jury and nontrials
in civil
cases where the parties
consented,

--expanded the power of magistrates
by including
all Federal misdemeanors within
their
jurisdiction
as long as
the defendant
consented,
and
--provided
standards
for the competence of magistrates
procedures
for their
selection.
Civil

trial

and

authoritv

The 1979 amendments permitted
magistrates
to conduct and
enter judqments in any jury or nonjury civil
case under the
following
conditions:
the district
court must specifically
designate
the maqistrate
to exercise
such jurisdiction,
and the
litiqants
must voluntarily
consent.
The parties
can either
appeal a maqistrate's
decision
to a court of appeals, or, if the
parties
agreed to do so at the time of consent to magistrates'
jurisdiction,
to a district
judqe.
In the latter
situation,
further
review by a court of appeals may occur only upon that
appellate
court's
acceptance of a petition
filed
by a party
stating
specific
objections
to the judgment.
The Congress intended to supplement the broad and vaque
authority
of magistrates
trying
civil
cases under the statute's
"additional
duties"
section.
Prior to the 1979 amendments,
maqistrates
were not explicitly
authorized
to enter judqments in
civil
cases, but more than half the district
courts were allowing maqistrates
to do so with the consent of the litigants.
By
explicitly
authorizing
the trial
of civil
cases, the Congress
believed that trial
before maqistrates
would increase throughout
in more consistent
the Federal district
court system, resulting
utilization
of magistrates.

s/The Federal Magistrates
Act of 1979 Public Law 96-82, 93
Stat.
643 (codified
at 28 U.S.C. SS631, 634-636, 604, 1915(b)
1979))
[herein after
cited as
and 18 IJ.S.C. 53401 (Supp. III
the 1979 amendments.1
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Criminal

jurisdiction

The 1979 amendments also expanded the magistrates'
trial
jurisdiction
in criminal
cases from minor offenses
to all Federal misdemeanors.
6/ Magistrates
were also authorized,
for
the first
time, to Try misdemeanors before juries.
The Congress, however, retained
the requirement
that each defendant
waive in writing
the right
to trial
by a judge.
Even if a defendant elects
that his/her
case be tried
before a magistrate,
the attorney
for the Federal Government can
petition
the court to have the case heard by a district
judge.
The district
court may order the case tried
before a district
judge if the Government shows good cause (novelty,
importance,
complexity,
etc.).
The amendments also provided the district
court with the authority
to have any misdemeanor tried by a
judge rather
than a magistrate
upon its own motion.
Magistrate

selection

The Congress was concerned that all magistrates
had not
evidenced the same high standards of performance
and thus sought
to upgrade the competence of magistrates.
Consequently,
the
Congress leqislated
merit selection
requirements.
The 1979
amendments required
public notice of all magistrate
vacancies
and the establishment
of merit selection
panels by the district
courts.
These panels screen all applicants
and provide a list
of qualified
individuals
from which the district
judges ultimately make a selection.
THE U.S. MAGISTRATESSYSTEM
HAS GROWNTO BECOMEAN IMPORTANT
-~
PART OF THE U.S. DISTRICT COrJRTS
p------Since its inception
in 1969, the magistrates
system has
grown to the point where magistrates
annually handle tens of
thousands of matters
in aid of district
judges and have helped
make Federal district
courts more productive.
The increase in
case filings
has resulted
in an increase in the district
courts'
it is important
that the judiciary
use the
backlogs,
therefore,
magistrates
system in the most efficient
and effective
manner if
it is to fully
deal with this workload problem.

6/Misdemeanors are defined
which the maximum prison
exceed 1 year regardless

in 18 U.S.C. l(3) as any offense for
term that may be imposed does not
of the fine.
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The number
of full-time
magistrateshasincreased
---The magistrates
system beqan in 1969 with pilot
programs
in five district
courts.
As of October 1982,
there were 223
full-time,
241 part-time
and 19 "combination"
magistrate
positions.
7/ At that time 86 of the 94 district
courts 8/ had at
least oiie full-time
magistrate
position;
6 others
had-part-time
magistrates.
The number of full-time
magistrates
in district
courts
ranged from 1 to 7, with 20 courts having 4 or more.
The Judicial
Conference,
in keeping with congressional
preference
for full-time
magistrates
over part-time
ones, has
steadily
reduced the number of part-time
magistrates.
The
number of full-time
positions
increased from 61 in 1970 to 223
in 1982, while conversely
the number
of part-time
positions
fell
from 449 to 241. Part-time
magistrates,
whose duties are normally
limited
to those formerly
performed by U.S. commissioners,
are now generally
located only where the workload does not warrant a full-time
magistrate.
Productivity
of district
-courts
has
icEeased,but
~-.--so
too have
.- ---.-._---- case backloqs
The number of cases terminated
per authorized
judgeship has
increased substantially
since the act was passed.
During the
(before
the nationwide
im12-month
period ended June 30, 1970,
plementation
of the magistrates
system) district
judges termiFor the year ended June
nated an average of 201 civil
cases.
this
figure had risen to 368. At least part of this
30, 1982,
increase can be attributed
to the efforts
of the magistrates.
During the year ended June 30, 1982,
magistrates
disposed of
86,725 misdemeanors and conducted 98,458 preliminary
proceedinqs
in criminal
cases, 26,983 other criminal
proceedings,
and 96,846
civil
proceedings..
Further,
they processed 16,551 matters
Full-time
magistrates
perdealing with prisoner
litigation.
formed about
80 percent
(260,681)
of the matters,
with part-time
Many of
and combination
positions
accounting
for the rest.
these matters would have required
processing
by district
judges
(See page 47 for a more
had not the magistrates
handled them.
detailed
breakdown of the matters disposed of by magistrates.)

_ I - _ _ _ _ - - . -

-

-

- . - -

magistrates
-7/Part-time
ruptcy judges, clerks,

also serve
or deputy

as either
part-time
clerks of the court.

bank-

8/Two districts
(Guam
and the Northern
Mariana Islands)
were not
- authorized
maqistrate
positions
by the Federal Magistrates
Act.
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The total
number of cases pending in the Federal district
courts increased
from 181,217 in 1978 to 219,872
in 1982.
This
growth in pending cases results
from the rapidly
increased
number of cases filed
(37 percent)
and has occurred despite the
increased output of cases terminated
per judgeship and a major
increase in authorized
judgeships
in 1978 (from 399 to 515).
To deal with this problem the judiciary
needs to use all
its resources as efficiently
and effectively
as possible.
The
magistrates
system has the statutory
authority
to significantly
assist
the judiciary
in this matter.
However, we believe that
the judiciary
can make better
use of the magistrates.
The
following
chapters discuss the changes the judiciary
needs to
implement as well as leqislative
revisions
to the Magistrates
Act needed to allow the magistrates
to better
serve the
judiciary
and the public.
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CHAPTER 3
--MAGISTRATESCOULD TAKE MORERURDEN
OFF THE DISTRICT COURT JUDGESFederal magistrates
have successfully
assisted
district
court judges with a significant
portion
of their
extremely heavy
prevent the magistrates
system
workloads.
However, obstacles
from further
reducing the judges' burdens.
While the district
courts have ultimate
responsibility
for managing the system, the
Judicial
Conference is responsible
for establishing
policies
and
guidance for the district
courts.
Thus, the Judicial
Conference could take a more active role in removing the obstacles
that hinder the magistrates
system from being of more assistance
to the judges and the courts.
The Conference needs to more
actively
support the magistrates
system by:
--Encouraging
district
courts and judges to more fully
utilize
magistrates
by increasing
their
duties and roles
While the Conference provides
as circumstances
permit.
some information
regarding
the experiences
of various
district
courts and judges who are using magistrates
in
both traditional
and experimental
ways it should provide
more extensive
information
on the effective
and efficient
utilization
of magistrates
in a more routine
and formalized manner.
--Supporting
wide plans
--Expanding
positions.

the development of comprehensive districtfor using magistrates
to a greater
extent.
its

involvement

in establishing

new magistrate

HOWCOURTS USE MAGISTRATES
The act authorizes
full-time
magistrates
to perform a broad
range of civil
and criminal
judicial
duties and allows the district
court and judges to determine which duties magistrates
handle in each court.
This gives each district
the flexibility
As one
to deal with its own individual
needs and situations.
might expect,
the magistrates
system has evolved differently
in
individual
districts.
Appendixes IV and V (see pp. 48 and 50 )
illustrate
the differences
in the number and type of proceedings
conducted by the magistrates
in the 11 districts
included in our
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review,
during
June 30, 1982.

the statistical

years

ended June 30,

1981,

and

However, statistical
data does not present the total picture of the various duties performed by magistrates
because even
within
districts
the duties of individual
magistrates
vary.
Some magistrates
are qeneralists
performinq
a variety
of duties,
while others are specialists
with duties concentrated
in limited
areas.
Several reasons account for these differences;
some are
beyond the district's
control,
such as the number and type of
cases filed,
while others are controllable
by individual
districts
and judges.
The following
sections
briefly
describe
the
operations
of magistrates
systems and the factors
that dictate
how the magistrate
system is used in 5 of the 11 districts
reviewed.
We selected
these five districts
because we believed
they represented
a good cross-section
view of the various operations of the magistrates
systems.
Five of the remaining six
districts
operate their
systems very similar
to one or more of
their
systems are
the five districts
profiled
below.
Therefore,
not discussed
in detail.
The districts
of central
California
and the District
of Columbia are very similar
to the district
of
Massachusetts.
The northern
and southern districts
of Ohio are
similar
to the district
of Connecticut.
The southern district
of California
has characteristics
similar
to eastern Louisiana
and Oregon.
The sixth district
(the district
of Rhode Island)
was atypical
because of its small caseload and limited
geoqraphic size; therefore,
we do not discuss it in detail.
'District
of Connecticut-geoqraphical
location
and maqistrate
expertise
dictate
use
of maqistrates
-I
The district
of Connecticut
has three magistrates,
located
in three cities.
Although the maqistrates
share the district's
overall
duties,
each magistrate
has a distinct
workload.
The
maqistrates'
locations
and personal expertise
contribute
to the
differences.
all three magistrates
For the year ended June 30, 1981,
handled civil
non-dispositive
motions;
however, the number varThe two magisied noticeably
(558, 623, and 896 for 1981).
trates
processing
fewer civil
non-dispositive
motions had other
The magistrate
located nearest the State's
significant
duties.
major correctional
institution
receives most of the district's
prisoner
petitions.
Further,
a district
judge co-located
with
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this maqistrate
has a great deal of confidence
in the magistrate's
ability
to manage civil
cases and obtain pretrial
setthe magistrate
conducts numerous
tlement.
Because of this,
civil
pretrial
conferences,
a duty which is assigned infreHowever,
quently to the other two magistrates
in the district.
these magistrates
are assigned a much heavier volume of dispositive and non-dispositive
motions in civil
cases by the district's
judges.
District
of Maryland-heavy criminal
case workload
the use of magistrates

drives

In Maryland,
where there are nine district
judges, the
district's
five magistrates
spend more than half of their
combined time handling criminal
matters.
These magistrates
accounted for nearly 10 percent
(9,117) of the misdemeanors disposed of by all magistrates
during 1981.
Within the district's
boundaries are many Federal facilities
on which numerous minor
As can be
offenses,
mainly traffic
violations,
are committed.
the
magistrates
in
this
district
are
processing
seen on page 47,
more misdemeanors than magistrates
in any of the other 10 districts
listed.
In order to efficiently
handle the heavy misdemeanor caseFor example, while
magistrates
specialize.
load, the district's
two spend all their
time, and two others spend up to half their
matters,
the fifth
magistrate
handles few such
time, on criminal
He is, however, responsible
for all land condemnation
matters.
cases and along with the two magistrates
who spend part of their
time on criminal
matters accounts for the district's
magistrate
civil
case duties.
The fact that the equivalent
of only two
full-time
magistrates
handle civil
matters accounts for the
district's
relatively
low per magistrate
output in civil
matters.
Eastern district
of Louisiana-maqistrates
specialize
in certain
activities
The eastern district
of Louisiana
has 13 district
judges
Court is conducted primarily
in
and 5 full-time
magistrates.
The
disone location
and the district
is geographically
small.
trict
has primarily
a civil
caseload and relatively
few criminal
filings.
The district's
judges use magistrates
in basically
the
Faced
with
a
substantial
civil
case
backlog
and
a
same manner.
the
judges
use
the
magistrates
high number of civil
filings,
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extensively
in the early stages of civil
and criminal
cases.
They handle many pretrial
matters,
including
all discovery
motions and some preliminary
conferences,
and most of the
district's
prisoner
petitions
and Social Security
benefit
reviews.
Not all the magistrates,
however, perform the same duties.
While four magistrates
share the civil
cases, the fifth
is
solely responsible
for criminal
matters because of his years of
experience
and specialized
expertise
with such matters.
Judges
and magistrates
told us there are distinct
advantages to this
type of specialization
and welcomed it.
The judges in this district
told us they have also
not to allow magistrates
to try any civil
cases, because
believe
it is more important
to concentrate
on clearing
current
backlog than allowing
magistrates
to try cases.
ever, magistrates
do handle post-trial
special master's
on various prisoner
matters and civil
cases where it is
sary to establish
liability
and/or damages.
District
of Massachusetts-judges' preferences
drive
use of magistrates

decided
they
up the
Howhearinqs
neces-

the

The district
of Massachusetts
has 10 judqes and 4 magistrates.
Court is conducted primarily
in Boston, although one
judqe is permanently
assigned to Springfield,
about 90 miles
west.
All four ful.l-time
magistrates
are physically
located in
Boston.
The district's
work is primarily
civil,
and the court
has had a large civil
case backlog for several years.
Although the local rules of the court allow the magistrates
to perform all the duties authorized
by the act, not all judges
are conferring
the full
range of duties on magistrates.
The
rules give the judqes full discretion
regarding
the type and
number of matters
they will refer
and, as a result,
we found
that the number and type of matters
referred
varied significantWhile some judges automatically
referred
specific
types of
ly.
matters,
others reviewed those matters on a case-by-case
basis
before referral
or did not refer
any of those types of matters.
For example, two judqes referred
all reviews of Social Security
determinations
for magistrate
review and recommendations,
believinq
that a district
judqe should not get mired in such detailed
work.
However, one judge retained
all such cases believing the matter to be too important
for a maqistrate
to handle.
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In commenting on our report,
the district
of Massachusetts
,
stated that some members of the court believe a substantial
difference in the ability
of the various magistrates
had a serious
impact on the individual
judges' decisions
regarding
the use of
magistrates.
It also noted that the physical
limitations
of the
courthouse
building
seriously
impact on the magistrates'
ability
to conduct jury trials
and, consequently,
on the judges' willingness to refer matters
to magistrates.
(See app. XIII.)
District
of Oreqon-maqistrates
perform
substantially
L
same duties as Judges
The Oregon district's
approach to usinq magistrates
is
unlike any of the other districts
included in our review.
The
maqistrate's
position
has evolved to the point where a magisThe distrate's
duties are very similar
to those of a judge.
trict
has five district
judqes and three full-time
magistrates.
Durinq both statistical
years 1981 and 1982, these magistrates
In 1982 they conducted 42
performed many civil
duties.
civil
trials,
far more than any other district
in our review,
even though the district
is smaller than nearly all our selected
districts.
in only three other districts
did magisNationally,
trates
preside at more civil
trials.
However, the Oregon maqistrates
conducted more civil
jury trials
(19)
than any other
district
in the country but one (eastern Tennessee with 28).
Further,
only seven districts
terminated
more consensual civil
cases.
The magistrates
are automatically
assigned civil
matters
in the same manner as judges.
Appendix IV shows only a portion
of the work performed by magistrates
in Oregon because they also
participate
extensively
in the administration
of the court,
including
managing and assigning
cases.
THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE
-~
NEEDS
TO ACTIVELY SUPPORT
-.-THE EXPANDEDUSE OF MAGISTRATES
Even though the magistrates
system has demonstrated
its
ability
to enhance the movement of cases through the district
courts,
some district
judges still
hesitate
to use maqistrates
In order for the magistrates
sysas extensively
as they could.
tem to have its fullest
impact on the courts'
workloads,
judges
must be willinq
to use magistrates
freely,
to qive them responsibility,
and to experiment
with new ways to use them.
In the
districts
included in our review some judqes utilized
maqistrates
extensively
to assist
in the movement of cases: others
limited
their
utilization.
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The Judicial
Conference could have a positive
impact on the
utilization
of magistrates
if it encouraged and stressed
the
need to use magistrates
for all types of judicial
and administrative
duties,
whenever possible and practical.
While it is
the Conference's
policy to encourage such practices
and to provide information
regarding
uses of magistrates,
it needs to more
actively
demonstrate
its support by providing
district
courts,
information
on the efficient
and effective
on a routine
basis,
use of magistrates.
A number of factors
influence
the
judges'
decisions
on how magistrates
are used
The Federal Magistrates
Act placed the day-to-day
control
over the magistrates
system, as well as individual
magistrates,
The judges
in the hands of the district
courts and judges.
control
the manner and extent magistrates
are used.
Accordingly,
the long-term
future
of the system rests with the
judges.
Judges base their decisions
on the use of magistrates
on a number of factors
related
to district
and personal
circumstances.
Personal preferences
and perceptions
are the
basis for many decisions
regarding
what matters are referred
to
magistrates.
Although the act defines the general authority
of magistrates,
it does not require
that courts use magistrates
for any
Duties of magistrates
and procespecific
duties,
if at all.
dures for their use are generally
prescribed
in each district
court's
rules,
which are developed and approved by the district's
judges.
The local rules of the individual
districts
included
in our review were, for the most part,
adaptations
of
the provisions
of the act with some modifications
which granted
Although the local rules
the magistrates
broad authority.
broadly define magistrate
duties,
they leave the actual decisions on duties and case assignments to the individual
judges.
This has resulted
in a wide variance among districts
as to how
magistrates
are used.
Matters referred
magistrates
vary

to

to refer matters
to
The rationale
behind judges' decisions
magistrates,
as well as the method used to make decisions,
varSome judges make blanket decisions
directing
ies among judges.
that specific
types and/or numbers of matters
be routinely
referred
to magistrates,
while other judges make case-by-case
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decisions.
Althouqh district
judges are well within
their
statutory
authority
when they limit
the referral
of matters
to
magistrates,
such limitations
may not be beneficial
to the
development of the magistrates
system or reduce case backlogs.
The personal preferences
of judges contribute
to the decisionmaking process.
For example, a judge may prefer
to deal
with a particular
type of case (such as anti-trust,
patent,
or
tort),
or a specific
type of action
(such as dispositive
motions,
settlement
conferences,
or pretrial
motions).
Conversely,
a judge who does not like to deal with a particular
type of case or matter may refer
it to a magistrate.
Judges' preferences
are a factor
in criminal
cases as well
as in civil
cases.
While magistrates
do not have the authority
to preside over felony trials
or accept guilty
pleas in such
Although some
cases, they can handle most pretrial
matters.
judges allow magistrates
to handle all pretrial
aspects of felony cases, others prefer
to handle such matters themselves.
There are a number of other reasons why judges restrict
duties of maqistrates.
These include perceptions
as to the capability
of individual
magistrates,
evaluations
of the need to
provide maqistrates
work, beliefs
that magistrates
can handle
only certain
types of cases or the case or matter is too important or difficult
for a magistrate
to handle, and their own
personal preferences
to handle certain
litigative
matters.
Throuqh discussions
with judges in the various districts
visited,
we ascertained
the views and opinions as to why magistrates
are used a certain
way in the district
courts.
--One judge refers
matters
to magistrates
because of his
desire to provide magistrates
with an equal share of the
He said he periodically
checks to see
court's
workload.
if his referrals
are proportionate
to the other judges'
referrals
and increases or decreases his referrals
accordingly.
His assessment is made on the basis of total
matters referred
without
consideration
for the type and
difficulty
of the matters or the time to complete them.
--One judge told us he will not refer
settlement
conferences to magistrates
because he believes
they do not possess the special
skills
needed to bring parties
together.
He added that he believes
the additional
power
of district
judges helps settle
cases.
--Judges in two districts
told us they regularly
refer
settlement conferences
to magistrates
because they believe
magistrates
are particularly
skilled
in this area.
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--One judge has decided to use magistrates
in a novel way
by having a magistrate
preside over a summary jury trial
in cases where the litigants
have reached an impasse in
The judge told us that this allows
settlinq
the case.
the litigants
to evaluate the relative
strengths
of their
case and provide the magistrate
an opportunity
to function within
a civil
trial
environment
and familiarize
the
local bar with maqistrate
work.
--Judqes told us that they do not believe magistrates
are
appropriate
judicial
officers
for handling specific
aspects of civil
cases.
Although none were opposed to
the concept of using magistrates,
we found a few judges
who opposed the use of magistrates
for certain
functions.
For example, one judge refused to allow magistrates
to try civil
cases, and another judge believed
magistrates
were no more than elevated law clerks and
should be used as such.
--One judge referred
prisoner
litigation
cases to magistrates,
whereas another judge refused to refer
such cases
because he felt
these cases were too important
to allow a
magistrate
to handle them.
The importance of magistrates'
performance
in assisting
the
court was pointed out by the Judicial
Conference's
1981
report
to the Congress which stated:
"AS supplemental
judicial
resources
within
the
magistrates
conserve the scarce time
district
courts,
of district
judges so the judges may perform the
duties that they alone should perform as a matter of
law or constitutional
propriety."
It is difficult
to object to the individual
referral
decisions
made by judges because they are based on personal judgments;
however, it is clear that some judges restrict
referrals
because
they do not believe that magistrates
can or should handle such
matters.
In contrast,
we found that magistrates
in the Oregon
district
are allowed to perform all the duties authorized
by the
act.
Oregon district
maqistrates
aide
range of duties

perform
--

In contrast
to the limitations
of responsibilities
of
magistrates,
we found that the maqistrates
in the district
of
~ Oregon have, since the initiation
of the magistrates
system,
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/
performed the full
range of duties authorized
by the act.
Judges view magistrates
as their peers and allow them to be assigned cases and duties commensurate with those of judges.
They
fully
participate
in the administration
of the court and are
members of court committees and policymaking
groups.
The judges viewed the Magistrates
Act as a way to deal with
the district's
substantial
case backloq and heavy judicial
workload.
Accordingly,
they recruited
a hiqhly qualified
State
judqe as the district's
first
magistrate
and assigned him duties
previously
performed in Oregon by judges.
Pleased with the results the court continued to recruit
highly qualified
individuals as new magistrate
positions
were authorized
and expanded
their
authority
as the act allowed.
The district
judges told us that assigning
a full range of
duties to their
magistrates
has worked well.
Magistrates
have
borne a significant
portion
of the district's
workload and have
helped fill
the qap that has occurred when authorized
judgeships
were vacant for extended periods.
During these periods,
the
judqes referred
nearly everything
possible
to magistrates.
On
one occasion the judges recalled
matters
because the maqistrates
were actually
carryinq
a larger workload than the judges.
For the most part,
the district's
magistrates
are assigned
matters
in the same manner as district
judges.
Under the district's
case management system cases are not assigned to a specific
judqe or magistrate
until
the pretrial
order is lodged.
When complexity
or urgency dictate,
cases may be assigned
any judge or magistrate
can be
earlier.
Prior to assignment,
designated
to handle matters,
and any referral
of matters will
depend upon individual
workload and availability.
Although most cases in the Portland division
are randomly
assigned equally
to judges and magistrates,
exceptions
occur in
some instances,
such as
--when experience or familiarity
with certain
cases dictates that a specific
judge or magistrate
should be
assigned,
--when
and

parties

do not consent
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to trial

before

a magistrate,

--magistrates
receive fewer social Security
benefit
because of their
smaller supporting
staffs.9/ -

reviews

However, even after
a case has been assigned,
any judge or magistrate
may ask another official
to handle a case-related
matter.
refer settlement
conFor example, the judges frequently
ferences to one magistrate
who they believe to be particularly
effective
in this area.
Because one judge splits
his time between the Eugene and Portland divisions,
the full-time
magistrate
in Eugene handles nearly all pretrial
matters
as well as
all district
prisoner
petitions.
in Oregon
In addition
to processing
cases, the magistrates
Magistrates
also participate
in the management of the court.
sit with judges on court committees and manage the pretrial
calendars
in both Portland
and Eugene. While some other districts
designate
committees or individual
judges to communicate
with the magistrates
and report on magistrate
issues,
the Oregon
magistrates
meet weekly with all district
judges.
The two
groups freely
discuss the court's
problems and their mutual interests.
Magistrates
participate
in decisionmaking
and have as
much voice as do the district
judges.
The district
judges told us that they consider the magistrates
to be their
peers and as qualified
as they to preside at
judicial
matters.
The judges, as well as court personnel,
Both the judges and
openly refer
to the magistrates
as judges.
magistrates
point to the success of their
team efforts
and the
high number of civil
trials
presided over by magistrates
as an
The judges
indication
of the bar's acceptance of magistrates.
believe that their
positive
attitude
toward magistrates
has
enhanced the bar's viewpoint.
A review of the district's
production statistics
for statistical
year 1981 lends credence to
The Oregon district
had the third highest number
their
claims.
lo/
per
judgeship
in the country during
of weighted filings
the
district
was
able
to
terminate
more cases
1981. However,
with
civil
cases
taking
per judgeship
than 71 other districts,

g/Such matters
assigned to magistrates
are eventually
- classified
as findings
and recommendations
so that
can provide the required
review and approval.

rejudges

lo/A method used by the Judicial
Conference to evaluate
- using both absolute number of cases and the varying
of different
types of cases.
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workload
complexity

only an averaqe of 7 months, 2 months less than the
average.
Officials
of the Oregon district
believe
courts could use their magistrates
more extensively
tively
and more should be done to convince them to

national
that other
and effecdo so.

,

Greater dissemination
of
information
on effective
methods
of usinq magistrates
is neededIt is essential
that magistrates
be used effectively
and
efficiently
if the system is to have its maximum impact on the
disposal
of cases within
the district
courts.
Only a few judges
are philosophically
opposed to magistrates
and most attempt to
utilize
magistrates
in a manner which fits
their circumstances.
However, decisions
are frequently
based on perceptions
and
preferences.
There is little
information
available
to judges on
how the system has worked elsewhere and what magistrates
can
accomplish when given the opportunity.
Such additional
information would be valuable
in assisting
district
courts and judges
to re-evaluate
their own use of magistrates
and to encourage
judqes to experiment more in different
areas.
The legislative
history
of the act clearly
indicates
that
the Congress intended district
judges to experiment
with innovative
and imaginative
methods of utilizing
magistrates.
Some
districts
and individual
judges have complied with this intention
with good results.
Information
on these uses of magistrates,
however, is not formally
distributed
and no studies have
been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness
of the different
methods employed by district
courts in utilizing
magistrates.
Instead,
district
judges receive bits of information
in a
Further,
variety
of ways and in a rather disorganized
fashion.
no assurance exists
that all judges are receiving
the same
information.
Judqes often receive
information
from
--the Administrative
Office
of the U.S. Courts on how
other districts
are utilizing
magistrates
when judges
ask for it:
--private
studies
maqazines;

which have been published

in legal

--seminars
conducted for newly-appointed
judges, a part
the seminar is dedicated
to the role of magistrates;

of

--discussions

and

with

other

judqes
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at various

conferences;

--statements
published

made by judges
at
in hearing
records.

congressional

hearings

In jointly
commentinq
on our report,
the Administrative
Office
and the Magistrates
Committee
said that they had distributed to each Federal
judge,
magistrate,
and clerk
of court:
(1) model local
rules
on the use of magistrates,
(2) suggested
procedures
for the referral
of civil
and criminal
matters
to
magistrates,
(3) guidelines
for implementing
the 1979 amendments,
and (4) checklists
on the jurisdiction
and proper
use of
magistrates.
They also said that
the Federal
Judicial
Center
had durinq
its continuing
education
programs
for judqes
and magistrates
devoted
considerable
time to the effective
use of magistrates.
(See app. XII.)
The Administrative
Office
stated
that
its Office
of Management Review periodically
analyzes
the operations
of each district
court,
including
the use of magistrates.
The Magistrates
Division
regularly
distributes
written
materials
on the jurisdiction
of maqistrates
and advises
court
officials
of these matters.
The Division
also consults
with and advises
the courts
on
utilization
of magistrates
when preparing
survey
reports
resulting from district
requests
for additional
magistrate
positions
or the continuing
need for existing
positions.
Further,
the Administrative
Office
advised
us that
the Conference
has on many
occasions
encouraged
districts
to take full
advantage
of the act
and strongly
urged full
utilization
in the Conference's
1981
report to the Conqress.
However,
the Administrative
Office
acknowledged
that more could be done and advised
that
it would
continue
to explore
with
the Magistrates
Committee
additional
ways to do so.
(See app. XII.)
Although
a rather
larqe
body of information
is available
at
the district
court
level,
it has not been studied
nor disseminated in an effective
manner.
Judges we spoke with believed
that a formal
system of disseminating
information
on magistrate
utilization
would be very helpful.
Some new judges were withholdinq
referrals
of matters
to magistrates
until
they better
understood
the operations
of the Federal
system and the effective
use of magistrates.
A more active
role by the Judicial
Conference
in determining
magistrate
utilization,
coupled
with a
formal
communication
network
for disseminatinq
information
on
the effective
means of usinq magistrates,
would help make the
district
courts
more effective
and more knowledgeable
of success
stories
in other
districts.
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DISTRICT COuRTS ---NEED TO
PLAN
FOR
MAGISTRATE
USE
----

/

Although the Congress did not expect the magistrate
system
would be operated uniformly
nationwide,
it did expect that each
district
court would develop its own plan for using magistrates
to its best advantage.
We found, however, that such plans do
not exist
in all districts.
In Districts
without
plans magistrates
have been assigned duties without
regard for overall
district
needs.
Each district
court needs to develop a comprehensive plan for using magistrates
if they are to more fully
contribute
to improved movement of cases within
their district.
The Judicial
Conference should act to ensure that each district
develops a comprehensive plan to enhance the use of magistrates.
District
courts
plans for using

do not have comprehensive
riiamGZGZ--

When considering
the Federal Magistrates
Act and its amendments the Congress foresaw the need for a flexible
system for
using magistrates.
The particular
needs of individual
districts
needed to be addressed because district
courts varied in size
and makeup of cases.
However, in some districts
the magistrates
system has evolved into a fragmented system oriented
toward the
individual
judge.
As discussed on page 18, the decisions
on
magistrate
duties and responsibilities
are frequently
being made
by individual
judges based extensively
on individual
preferences
and perceptions.
Often these decisions
have been made without
appraisals
of both the district
court's
needs or the most effective and efficient
use of magistrates
in view of the court's
needs.
The Judicial
Conference needs to encourage districts
to
develop a comprehensive plan which will result
in the best use
of magistrates
in each district
court.
The amount of coordination
among the judges regarding
magistrate
utilization
varied significantly
among districts.
While
some districts
had extensive
planning and coordination
in the
The district
of
use of magistrates,
others had very little.
southern California
had used its magistrates
for duties authorized by the 1976 and 1979 amendments to the act prior
to the
passage of these amendments.
Its magistrates
try civil
cases
During our fieldand handle major pre- and post-trial
matters.
work, this district
modified magistrates
duties.
After discussions among the judges and magistrates,
it was agreed that
Social Security
benefit
reviews would no longer be referred
to
maqistrates.
Judges can rule directly
on such matters,
while
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magistrates
cannot and must write detailed
findings
and recommendation reports.
These reports
are then used by the judges to
make their
rulings.
Furthermore,
law clerks do much of the
research when judges handle the cases, whereas magistrates
do
much of their own research.
Therefore,
it was decided that
judges could handle such matters more efficiently
and magistrates
were more productive
doing other things.
The Maryland court also began to reconsider
its use of
magistrates
during our fieldwork.
The judges agreed on the need
for a more comprehensive
approach for using magistrates
because
they have seen problems with inconsistent
use of magistrates
by
judges which has led to some judges overloading
magistrates
while other judges could not get access to them.
The matters
being referred
often included dispositive
matters which required
extensive
magistrate
time and still
required
judges to make a
final
decision.
As an initial
step, the judges agreed to limit
referrals
to five per month per judge.
All judges were to have
equal opportunity
to use the magistrates.
The Oregon district,
where magistrates
are regarded as
judges and have nearly the same duties as district
judges, has
also modified
its operations
to use magistrates
more effiThe judges and magistrates
agreed that magistrates
ciently.
would handle only half as many reviews of Social Security
administrative
determinations
as judges, for most of the same reasons
as the prior district
made a similar
decision.
While these situations
in the districts
of southern Caliat least a move toward
fornia,
Maryland, and Oregon reflect
comprehensive approaches to matching the circumstances
in the
districts
with magistrates'
capabilities,
in other districts
In one district
we found that
situations
are not so positive.
One
some judges were not obtaining
full
access to magistrates.
judge was spending a considerable
amount of time on a single
lonq-term
case and was sending nearly all his civil
cases to the
This judge's
magistrates
for overall
pretrial
management.
actions were based on his personal caseload without
regard for
whether this was the most effective
and efficient
way of using
magistrates
to meet overall
court needs.
One judge in another district
explained
that,
in his district,
even though magistrates
have heavy workloads they are
underutilized.
This judqe has a reputation
as an outstanding
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case manager and has annually reduced his backlog.
He uses magistrates
extensively
but discriminately
and refers
to magistrates
only those matters that they are able to handle as efficiently
and effectively
as himself.
He retains
those matters
that the magistrate
position
cannot handle as well.
In this
judge's opinion other judges will
just refer matters based on
likes or dislikes
without
concern for relative
efficiency.
In
such situations,
the magistrates
are busy but not used efficiently.
The Congress did not expect that the magistrates
would be operated uniformly
nationwide.
Instead it
that each district
court would establish
magistrate
ities
and duties based on individual
district
court's
Although the system has evolved as intended in some
it has not in others.
Rather than a flexible
system
sponds to district
court circumstances
and needs, it
quently become an uncoordinated
apparatus driven by
decisions.

system
was intended
responsibilneeds.
districts,
that rehas freunilateral

The Judicial
Conference can help this situation
by encouraging the districts
to evaluate their
use of magistrates.
Upon
completion
of the evaluation,
districts
should develop a comprehensive plan that will provide for the most efficient
and effective use of magistrates
within
their disstrict.
Periodic
evaluation would help to recognize shifts
in district
circumstances,
and adjustments
could be made to keep the magistrates
system
well tuned.
In commenting on our report,
the Administrative
Office
agreed that the assignment of duties
to magistrates
should be
made after
an appraisal
of both the district
court's
needs and
the most effective
and efficient
use of magistrates
in view of
these needs.
It said that it would be beneficial
for a district
court to develop a "plan" for use of magistrates,
although it
would not ask each court to adopt a rigid
approach.
(See app. XII.)
THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCENEEDS TO
EXPAND ITS ROLE
-- IN CREATING NEW
"POSITIONS
The district
courts need assistance
in dealing with the
The
growing number of case filings
and civil
case backlogs.
Congress envisioned
the magistrates
system as a means of dealing
with the increases
and fluctuations
in district
court workloads
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at substantially
less cost than establishing
new judge positions.
While the Judicial
Conference's
current
system for approving new magistrate
positions
is based on sound criteria,
it
is not as effective
in dealing with the need for new positions
as it could be.
The Conference needs to be more active in encouraging qualified
districts
to request new positions.
Without
additional
Conference involvement,
the courts will remain hesitant to request needed and justified
magistrates
positions.
The Judicial
the creation

Conference controls
of magistrate
positions

Magistrate
positions
are established
by the Judicial
Conference,
subject
to the approval of the Congress through the appropriation
process.
Individual
magistrates
are appointed by
the concurrence
of a majority
of all the active judges in a district
court.
The Congress vested the authority
for establishing
positions
with the Conference so that the process could be more
timely and responsive
than the congressional
appropriation
procThe
ess for creating
new judgeships
had traditionally
been.
district
judges were given appointment
authority
because the
Congress believed
the judges were best able to select individuals who would meet the courts'
needs.
The Congress was also
concerned with the cost of increasing
the courts'
capacity
to
deal with its workload.
The cost of establishing
and maintaining a full-time
magistrate
was and remains at approximately
one-half
that of a district
judgeship.
and part-time)
are authorized
Magistrate
positions
(fullby the Judicial
Conference at its semi-annual meetings,
subject
to funding through the congressional
appropriation
process.
At
those meetings the Conference reviews requests
for new positions
The normal steps
as well as the need for existing
positions.
for creating
a new position
are as follows:
--The chief judge of the district
makes a request
magistrate
position
to the Magistrates
Division
Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts.
--The Administrative
Office
initiates
trict
court and recommends approval

for a
of the

a study of the disor disapproval.

--Upon completion,
the study is forwarded
to the district
court and the judicial
council of the appropriate
circuit
for comments and recommendations.
The study and all recommendations as well as comments are forwarded to the
appropriate
Judicial
Conference committees.
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The Judicial
Conference
needs to be more active
While the Conference's
basic system
for establishing
new
full-time
positions
is sound, the Conference needs to be more
active
in the process.
The current
system relies
upon the initiative
of individual
district
courts which lack a full
awareness of the factors
contributing
to the creation
of a new position.
The Conference needs to let the district
courts know more
about
the criteria
that must be met to obtain new positions
and
to encourage requests from qualified
districts;
The existing
system would be adequate if the criteria
for
recommending and approving positions
were well known.
However,
we found that the Conference and the Administrative
Office
have
only disseminated
a limited
amount
of material
advising
the
districts
of the specific
criteria
used to determine the need
for new positions.
Communication of such criteria
to the disFor
trict
courts is now on an informal
and irregular
basis.
example,
five of the chief judges with whom we spoke said that
they were either
unaware of, misinformed,
or confused about the
criteria.
--One chief judge advised us that he was unaware of the
criteria
before he submitted his request and that he did
not understand why the request was denied or what changes
would be needed to justify
the need for a magistrate
position.
--Another
chief judge, who was recently
denied an additionwas also unaware of the criteria
al magistrate
position,
He stated that he did not
used to evaluate
his request.
understand why his request had been denied or what
changes would be necessary to qualify
for a magistrate
position.
--Two chief judges, who recently
had requests approved,
said they did not know the Conference's
criteria
prior
to
They said they submitted
their requests
their request.
when they and the district
judges believed that the reThey further
told us that they
quests would be approved.
could have used these magistrate
positions
productively
in the past.
Durinq the four Judicial
September 1980 and March 1982,

Conference meetings held
the Judicial
Conference
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between
reviewed

a total
of 38 requests
for additional
full-time
magistrate
positions.
These included requests
for new positions,
reexaminations of previously
deferred
or rejected
requests,
and the conversion of some part-time
to full-time
positions.
Of the 38 requests,
19 were approved during these four sessions.
We believe there are districts
which qualify
under the Conference's
criteria
for new magistrate
positions
but have not applied.
When considering
requests
for new magistrate
positions
the Conference considers:
a district's
overall
workload (i.e.
cases filed,
terminated,
and pending) in relation
to that of
other districts;
how well the court utilizes
the current
magistrate
positions;
and the availability
of appropriate
magistrate
type duties as well as the district's
commitment to future utilization.
Using the Conference's
criteria
we reviewed the status of all 92 districts
eligible
to receive magistrate
positions.
We examined statistics
measuring the production
of the
we discussed
judges and magistrates
and cases pending.
Further,
the way the courts utilize
their magistrates
with Administrative
Office
personnel.
We determined
that 32 district
courts who met
the criteria
had not requested new magistrate
positions
during
the preceding
2 years.
Even though the individual
district
courts are responsible
for using their magistrates
effectively
and for initiating
rethe Conference is responsible
for enhancquests for positions,
The steady increase in
ing the effectiveness
of the courts.
Because the
case backlogs requires
positive
Conference action.
magistrates
system can help alleviate
the backlog problem, the
Conference needs to take full
advantage of the system by authorizing additional
magistrate
positions
for qualified
district
courts.
The Conference could help such districts
by more formally communicating
its criteria
for approving new positions
and
by encouraging
them to seek such positions.
The Magistrates
Committee and the Administrative
Office,
in
commenting on our report,
provided additional
information
conThey
cerning the request and approval of magistrate
positions.
said there are several ways in which they presently
communicate
briefing
new chief
criteria
to district
courts.
These include:
judges on the criteria,
delineating
the criteria
in its survey
report
submitted
to the court whenever a request is made for a
new position,
and identifying
the underlying
reasons for the
Conference's
denial of a request.
However, in light
of our
findings
they agreed that the present means needs to be improved
and that more formal communication of the criteria
was needed.
They stated that they will consider ways to more effectively
communicate the criteria.
(See app. XII.)
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The Magistrates
Committee and the Administrative
Office
also stated that they have been sensitive
to the need to hold
down costs and have recommended additional
positions
only when
there is strong and well-documented
justification.
The Administrative
Office,
through its Magistrates
Division,
monitors
the
caseloads of the courts and magistrates
and initiates
informal
reviews in courts appearing to need additional
magistrates.
They added, however, that since May 1982, approximately
one-half
of the 32 districts
we identified
as meeting the criteria
have
either
been authorized
an additional
full-time
magistrate
or
have a request pending before the Magistrates
Committee.
Additionally,
key personnel in nearly all the remaining courts have
been involved
in informal
discussions
concerning
the likelihood
They advised us that,
in
of additional
magistrate
positions.
view of our findings,
they may consider
a more active role in
authorizing
magistrate
positions.
(See app. XII.)
CONCLUSIONS
Magistrates
relieve
district
court judges of a significant
portion
of their
extremely
heavy workloads and help expedite
the
movement of cases throuqh the district
courts.
Most district
courts do use their magistrates
fully
and as intended under the
act.
In addition,
a trend toward greater
utilization
of magistrates
is evident and it shows the courts'
growing confidence
in
However, the tremendous escalation
this new system.
in case
Therefilings
has resulted
in increased civil
case backlogs.
it is important,
that the district
courts and judges take
fore,
the fullest
advantage of the magistrates
system.
The Conqress did not intend that the magistrates
system
Rather,
should be uniform or identical
in each district
court.
the system was created with the flexibility
to deal with each
district
court's
particular
circumstances
and requirements.
It
is not surprising
that the system evolved differently
among disRegardless of the duties
they perform,
it is aptrict
courts.
parent the maqistrates
have relieved
a significant
portion
of
several obstacles
the district
judges' burdens.
Nevertheless,
prevent magistrates
from contributing
more to the effectiveness
of the district
courts.
District
courts promulgate
rules which govern how magisjudges make the day-to-day
trates
will be used, but individual
Decisions on the dudecisions
on duties and case assignments.
ties to be performed by magistrates
are frequently
based on the
preferences
of individual
judges; consequently,
these decisions
Some judges qive magistrates
major duties
differ
among judges.
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,,while others will
not because they either
lack confidence
in
magistrates
or believe
they are inappropriate
judicial
officials.
The accomplishments
of the Oregon district's
magistrates
demonstrate
that maqistrates
can successfully
handle
various legal matters or duties.
Information
about the effectiveness
of the use of magistrates
by such courts as Oregon
needs to be disseminated
to other courts so that they will have
the knowledge of how they might use magistrates.
Decisions
regarding
the assignment of duties and matters to
magistrates
are often made without
consideration
for relative
efficiency
of the court's
operations
or the specific
needs of a
district.
The act created the magistrates
system as an integral
part of the district
courts rather
than a separate tier or court
The current
or as a formal division
within
the district
courts.
sy$tem gives each court maximum flexibility
to divide the total
However,
work of the court in order to best meet local needs.
in some courts,
the magistrates
system has evolved into a fragTherefore,
mented system oriented
toward the individual
judge.
the courts need to reevaluate
how they are using their magistrates
and develop a comprehensive plan for the most efficient
and effective
use of magistrates.
The magistrates
system was established
as a responsive
means of dealing with the increases
and fluctuations
in district
court workloads at substantially
less cost than new judgeship
positions.
Magistrate
positions
are established
by the Judicial
Conference,
subject
to the congressional
appropriation
process.
too heavily
upon the
Although this system is sound, it relies
in:itiative
of individual
district
courts which do not have full
awareness of the factors
that are considered
in approving a new
position.
The criteria
for recommending and approving positions
are not well known and communication
of such information
to
district
courts
is generally
on an informal
and irregular
basis.
If the district
courts were fully
aware of such criteria,
they would be in a much better
position
to evaluate
whlether or not they could utilize
another position.
Individual
courts have not been provided the
information
needed to overcome existing
obstacles
the contribution
that magistrates
can make to the
of the district
courts.
The Judicial
Conference
the district
courts by taking a more active role
such direction
and information.
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direction
and
to increasing
effectiveness
could assist
in providing

RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE JUDICIAL
CONFERENS OF THE UNITED STATES

I

The Judicial
Conference should take a more active role in
promoting
the efficient
and effective
use of magistrates
in the
district
courts.
Specifically,
we recommend that the Conference:
--Encourage
district
courts and judges who are restricting
the use of magistrates
to explore methods to increase the
In this regard,
the Conferuse of their magistrates.
ence should improve the system for disseminating
information regarding
the experience
of judges and courts who
have been using magistrates
extensively
to substantially
This system should more
relieve
the courts'
workloads.
formally
and routinely
transmit
information
to the district
courts.
--Encourage,
through the issuance of a policy
statement,
all district
courts to analyze their
current
use of magistrates
and develop within
their respective
districts
a
comprehensive plan for using magistrates
in the most
effective
and efficient
manner.
--More formally
disseminate
to all district
courts the
criteria
used in evaluating
and approving applications
Further,
the
for new full-time
magistrate
positions.
Conference and the Administrative
Office
should rely less
exclusively
on court-initiated
requests and should identify
those courts that should be encouraged to request
additional
positions.
AGENCYCOMMENTSAND OUR EVALUATION
The Magistrates
Committee and the Administrative
Office
were in overall
agreement with the conclusions
and recommenThey agreed that improvements
dations stated in this chapter.
to the magistrates
system are possible,
and they will make an
They referred
to our
effort
to correct
the deficiencies
noted.
thorough
treatment
of
the
subject
and
report
as a professional,
They
recommended
noted it contains many constructive
comments.
certain
changes that would present a fuller
picture
of their
activities
and these changes have been incorporated
throughout
this chapter.
Ten of the 11 district
courts included in our study
mented on the report.
Three districts
agreed completely
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comwith

the conclusions
and recommendations.
Five others did not specifically
address the subject of this chapter other than to discuss their own situations
or the need for flexibility.
We have
included their views in the chapter.
Two other districts
took
exception
to specific
findings;
their
comments are discussed below.
In the report
sent to the Administrative
Office,
Judicial
Conference's
Magistrates
Committee and the 11 district
courts,
for comment we referred
to the comprehensive plan discussed in
Even though it was not
this chapter as a "uniform"
approach.
our intention
that uniform be interpreted
as a standard,
inflexible system, we believe,
on the basis of the comments we received,
that it was so interpreted
in some cases.
The Maryland
district
and the northern
district
of Ohio objected
to any sugTherefore,
we have revised our
gestion of a "uniform"
approach.
terminology
to use "comprehensive"
in lieu of "uniform"
because
it better
represents
our views.
The northern
district
of Ohio further
questioned
the validity of a coordinated
approach in multi-judge,
multi-magistrate
courts.
While we can appreciate
the concern and the complexity
of managing such a large district,
we do not believe that the
concept of a comprehensive plan is invalid
in such a district.
In fact,
we believe it is even more imperative
for such a district
to periodically
review and analyze its workload and determine the most advantageous approach to using magistrates.
In
multi-judge
courts,
the judges must work together
and agree on
what types of duties magistrates
will
be assigned so that matters that magistrates
cannot handle as efficiently
as judges are
In this manner, the magistrates
will be
retained
by the judges.
Howable to better
serve all the court's
judges more fully.
ever, we recognize
that after
review and analysis
the court may
find it preferable
to maintain
the current
system.
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CHAPTER 4
CHANGESARE NEEDED
IF THE CIVIL TRIAL PROVISIONS OF THE ACT
ARE TO BE FULLY EFFECTIVE
Actions by both the Congress and the Judicial
Conference
are needed if the civil
trial
provisions
of the Magistrates
Act
are to have their
desired impact.
The authority
for magistrates
to conduct and enter judgments in civil
matters,
upon the consent of the parties,
was intended to lighten
the workload on
judges and provide the public with more timely access to the
courts.
Different
applications
of the act's provisions
have led
to inconsistent
implementation
and have limited
the act's effectiveness.
Judges in 2 of the 11 courts reviewed believe the language
of the act prohibits
them from fully
managing and controlling
their
cases if they designate magistrates
to conduct and enter
judgments in civil
cases.
Judges in these two districts
will
not designate
their magistrates
to conduct trials
of civil
cases.
The Judicial
Conference believes
that the positions
of
the judges in these two courts do not accurately
reflect
the
act's
language and intent.
We agree with the recommendation
that the Judicial
Conference has made to the Congress modifying
the language of the act to reinforce
the district
court's
authority
to control
cases even when magistrates
are designated
to
exercise
jurisdiction
over civil
matters.
However, we are proposing language changes that differ
from those of the Conference.
The processes used for notifying
parties
that a magistrate,
in lieu of a district
judge, could conduct and enter a judgment
The act authorin a civil
case differ
broadly among districts.
izes the district
clerk of the court to notify
the parties
in a
civil
case of their
right
to consent to have their
case heard by
Furthermore,
the act prohibits
judges and magisa magistrate.
trates
from persuading or inducing the parties
to consent.
Implementation
of this aspect of the act also varied widely among
While some judges will not discuss
the districts
we visited.
with litigants
the opportunity
for them to consent, others
In one disfreely
and routinely
discuss it with litigants.
trict,
the clerk of the court actively
sought consents;
others
The Judicial
Conference
only sent out perfunctory
notices.
should develop a policy that would achieve consistency
in the
notification
process.
This policy
should provide guidance to
the judges regarding
their proper participation
in the consent
process and establish
effective
notification
procedures
that
This could lead to increased
clerks of the court should follow.
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,voluntary
workload.

consents

which would relieve

some of the judges'

THE "RIGHT" TO TRIAL BY MAGISTRATES
HAS CREATEDA PROBLEM
U.S.C.

The 1979 amendment to the Federal
636 (c)(l))
states

Magistrates

Act

(28

"Upon the consent of the parties,
a full-time
JJnited
States magistrate
or a part-time
United States magistrate
who serves as a full-time
judicial
officer
may conduct
any or all proceedings
in a jury or nonjury
civil
matter and order the entry of judgment in
the case, when specifically
designated
to exercise
such jurisdiction
by the district
court or courts he
serves* * *.V
The act goes on to say (28 U.S.C.

636 (c)(2)):

"If a magistrate
is designated
to exercise
civil
jurisdiction
under paragraph (1) of this subsection,
the clerk of the court shall,
at the time the action
is filed,
notify
the parties
of their
right
to consent to the exercise of such jurisdiction*
* *."
(emphasis added)
In two districts
in our review magistrates
have not been
The judges
designated
to exercise
civil
trial
jurisdiction.
believe the act's
language, specifically
the phrase "their
right
to consent",
hinders,
or even prohibits,
judges assuming jurisdiction
over cases in which the parties
have consented to a magistrate's
jurisdiction.
The judges are concerned that they will
lose control
over individual
cases.
Furthermore,
they believe
they will not be able to delegate work to magistrates
who are
occupied conducting
trials
and thereby cannot fully
manage the
districts'
workloads.
The Judicial
Conference's
December 1981 report
11/ t0 the
Congress disputed
this position.
The report
stated that judges
do not have to relinquish
control
of a case after
litigants'
consent has been received.
The report
pointed out:
"The word 'right'
appears to have been employed to
describe what is merely the opportunity
of the parties
to choose an authorized
alteration
in local court

l1/"The Federal
~'-t the Judicial

Magistrates
Conference,"

System, Report
December 1981,
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to the Congress
p. 50.

by

There is no right
to demand a magistrate
procedure.
rather
than a judge.
In fact,
no magistrate
may be
reasonably available
to hear the case.
Such a result
would effectively
divest the court of its ability
and
responsibility
to control
and manage its civil
docket
and supervise
its magistrates."
IJ.S.C.

The Conference recommended that the first
636 (c)(2)
be amended to read:

sentence

of 28

"If a magistrate
is designated
to exercise
civil
jurisdiction
under paragraph (1) of this subsection,
the
clerk of courts shall notify
the parties
in a civil
action of the 'availability'
of a magistrate
to exercise such jurisdiction."
This revision
removes the phrase "right
to consent" which the
Conference believes
should relieve
the concerns that the act
prohibits
district
judges from removing cases from magistrates.
We believe that the Conference's
position
that the "right
to consent" does not guarantee trial
by a magis*trate
is persuasive.
636(c)(6)
already
specifies
at
We note that 28 U.S.C.
least some ability
to control
cases.
However, this section appears to apply only after
a case has been referred
to a magistrate
and the judge wishes to regain jurisdiction.
The section
provides:
"The court may, for good cause shown on its own motion, or under extraordinary
circumstances
shown by
vacate
a
reference
of
a
civil
matter
to a
any party,
magistrate
under this subsection
* * *."
We endorse the thrust
of the Conference's
recommendation to
clarify
28 U.S.C. 636 (c)(2).
However, we believe two concepts
First,
should be retained
in this section.
the language should
continue
to require
the clerk of the court to inform the parties
that to have their
case handled by a magistrate,
mutual consent
to convey
is necessary.
Second, the language should continue
the notion that consent usually will
result
in a magistrate
exercising
jurisdiction.
We believe that the principles
contained in section 636(c)(6),
which allow a judge to vacate a
referral
to a magistrate,
should also apply when a judge wishes
even though the parties
not to refer a case to the magistrate,
have consented.
Under section 636(c)(6),
the court is required
to show good cause when vacating
a referral
to a magistrate.
However, under the Conference's
recommended language change, it
appears that a court could opt at any time not to refer a case
We believe that to
to a magistrate
without
stating
a reason.
allow the court to deny referral
to a magistrate
after
the
parties
have consented to a magistrate's
exercise
of jurisdiction,
without
any stated reason, such as complexity
of the case
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or court workload,
the system.

would undermine

the public's

confidence

in

Therefore,
we believe that 28 IJ.S.C. 636(c)(2)
needs to be
revised to eliminate
the confusion
regarding
judicial
authority
to retain
control
of civil
cases.
However, any revision
should
require
the court or the judge to state the reason why consent
cases were not referred
to a magistrate.
JUDICIAL CONFERENCECOULD HELP
MAKE THE CONSENTTO TRIAL NOTIFICATION
PROCESSMORECONSISTENT AND EFFECTIVE

THE

The act prescribes
in general and nonspecific
terms the
procedure for notifying
parties
in a civil
case that a magisin lieu of a district
judge, could conduct and enter a
trate,
judgment in a civil
case.
This duty is assigned to the clerk of
the act forbids
judges and magistrates
from
the court.
Further,
attempting
to persuade or induce any party to consent.
We found
that for the most part the procedures
used by the clerks were
perfunctory
and would do little
to encourage consent among
willing
parties.
We also found that the degree of involvement
There
by judges in the notification
process varied extensively.
was a lack of consensus regarding
what constituted
"persuading
and inducinq."
Willing
parties
must have a meaningful
opportujurisdiction
over their
civil
nity to consent to magistrates'
matters
in order for magistrates
to assume a significant
part of
case workload.
both an effective
notijudges' civil
Therefore,
flication
process and clear guidance regarding
how the court may
notify
parties
of the opportunity
to have their
cases handled by
magistrates,
without
violating
the voluntary
nature of consent,
The Judicial
Conference should take an active role
are needed.
in developing
appropriate
guidance for district
judges and
clerks of the court on these matters.
Inconsistent
views
on "persuading
and inducing"
The act forbids
judges or magistrates
from persuading
inducing parties
to consent to trial
before a magistrate.
tion 636(c)(2)
of Title
28 states:
"The decision
of the parties
shall be communicated to
the clerk of the court.
Thereafter,
neither
the district
judge nor the magistrate
shall attempt to persuade or induce any party to consent to reference
of
Rules of court for
any civil
matter to a magistrate.
the reference
of civil
matters
to magistrates
shall
include procedures
to protect
the voluntariness
of the
parties'
consent."
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or
Sec-

Judges have interpreted
this section differently
and wide
.
variations
of judicial
involvement
exist in the parties'
decision to consent.
We discussed this issue with 60 judges; 36 believed that informing
litigants
that their
cases may possibly
be
heard by a magistrate
does not violate
the statute.
Sixteen of
these judges said they occasionally
discuss this possibility
with litigants
while 11 others said they do so routinely.
Yet,
17 other judges believed such discussions
violated
the statute.
The remaining 7 judges expressed no opinion on this issue.
The language of the act does not specify
the extent to
which a judge or magistrate
can discuss the possibility
of conThe implementation
of this portion
of the
sent with litigants.
act lacks much of the consistency
that was a congressional
concern prior
to and since initial
passage of the act and suggests
that clarification
is desirable.
There needs to be a better
balance between informing
litigants of their option to have cases tried before a magistrate
and protecting
litigants
from being coerced by judges or maqistrates
to consent to having their
civil
cases tried
by magistrates.
The act itself
is mute on this point and provides no
guidance regarding
where the balance lies.
We believe that in
lieu of statutory
guidance,
the Judicial
Conference,
as the Federal courts'
primary policymaking
body, should provide advice
and guidance to the district
courts so that the civil
trial
proHowever,
visions
of the act will be effectively
implemented.
because the act designates
the clerk of the court as responsible
for notifying
litigants
that consent to a magistrate's
jurisdiction is possible,
the Conference should consider
the role of the
clerks before providing
any advice or guidance to the courts.
Following
up on initial
notifications
ca?ZKZSase
the
use
0fm~gXrates
-We found that in the nine district
courts where magistrates
are designated
to try cases, the clerks of the court are notifying litigants
of their
right
to have their cases tried before a
magistrate.
(One district
court began its system during our
However, only the clerk of the Oregon district
fieldwork.)
court actively
seeks litigants'
responses to notifications.
In
the other district
courts notification
is a perfunctory
act with
little,
or no, followup
to obtain responses or determine
if noThe Oregon district
tifications
were received and understood.
court clerk's
office
is particularly
aggressive
and conscientious in notifying
parties
of the availability
of magistrates
to
try their
cases, and the approach is producing additional
consents to magistrates
jurisdiction.
writing

In all nine district
courts,
each party of their right

the clerks'
offices
notify
in
to trial
before a magistrate.
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The written
notice
is, for the most part,
provided at the time
of filing.
Whereas in eight of the districts
there is generally
no further
contact,
the Oregon district
court has implemented a
followup
process.
Prior to assigning
cases for trial,
the clerk
or a deputy clerk will personally
contact
litigants
who did not
respond to explain
that the option to consent still
exists.
The
clerks advised us that they have frequently
found that litigants
had not previously
considered
the matter despite the written
notice.
The chief
sideration
to:

deputy

clerk

attributes

the lack

of

initial

con-

--The written
notice may have been lost in the surge of
paperwork involved
in the initial
filing
and was not the
reminder it was intended to be.
--It

was too early at filing
for the parties
to know if
they wished to consent.
As a case progresses,
they have
a better
idea of whether consent to a magistrate
is a
practical
matter.

He also added that civil
cases sometimes drag on so long that
the litigants
will have had a change of heart and will consent
if reminded of the option.
The district
court has had success
in obtaining
additional
consents through the followup
approach.
For one lo-month period in calendar year 1981,
parties
in about
27 percent of the eligible
cases in the Portland division
consented to trial
before a magistrate.
The district
court reported that a larger portion
consented in the Eugene division
where there is a resident
magistrate
but no resident
district
judge.
While this level of consent undoubtedly
in large part
reflects
the esteem the bar holds for this district's
magistrates,
it also reflects
the effectiveness
of the clerk's
procedures.
In commenting on our report,
the Magistrates
Committee and
the Administrative
Office
stated that they addressed both the
role of the district
judge and the notification
of litigants
in
their
February 1980 "Guidelines
to Implement the Federal Magistrate
Act of 1979.”
This document was distributed
to all district
judges, magistrates,
and clerks of court.
Nevertheless,
they said they will
consider clarifying
and republishing
the
guidelines.
However, they added that the Conference is limited
by the strictures
of the Federal Magistrates
Act of 1979 and its
legislative
history.
(See app. XII.)
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CONCLUSIONS
The civil
trial
provisions
of the Magistrates
Act are being
interpreted
in some courts in a manner which precludes magistrates
from exercising
jurisdiction
over civil
matters.
Certain
interpretations
of the "right
to consent" language have caused
some courts
to restrict
their magistrates
from trying
civil
cases.
By not being able to conduct and enter judgments in any
civil
matters,
these magistrates
have less opportunity
to help
reduce the burden on district
judges.
This appears to be inconsistent
with the Congress' expectations
from enactment of the
1979 amendments to the act.
the provision
of the act which protects
the volunFurther,
tariness
of consents is being implemented quite differently.
While the act prohibits
judges from "persuadinq
or inducing"
litiqants
to consent to magistrate
jurisdiction,
it does not describe the nature or degree of proper involvement
by judges.
As
a result,
the involvement
of the judges ranges from intentionally not mentioning
the possibility
of consent to openly suqgesting such.
This broad variation
appears to be also inconsistent with the Congress' intent
in enacting
the 1979 amendments.
The act charqes the district
clerk of court with the responsibility
for notifying
parties
of the opportunity
to consent
The method used to notify
parties
to magistrate
jurisdiction.
Even though some
impacts the effectiveness
of the system.
guidance has been disseminated
to the clerks,
we believe that
additional
guidance is needed to more effectively
emphasize the
need for followinq
up on the original
notifications
issued.
While all nine districts
in our review which allowed magistrates
to exercise
trial
jurisdiction
were initially
notifyinq
litigants of their options,
only one was following
up with additional
personal contacts.
This district
has found that the
followup
is obtaining
additional
consents.
The Congress did not intend that the magistrates
system be
identical
in each district
court;
however, it did intend some
the opportudeqree of consistency
and uniformity.
Presently,
nity to have magistrates
hear civil
cases is beinq affected
by
the various
interpretations
of the act and by district
courts
not following
up initial
notifications
given to litigants
on the
We believe
opportunities
to use magistrates
to hear their
case.
that the only factors
dictatinq
whether magistrates
hear civil
cases should be the district
courts'
workloads,
the desires of
Accordingly,
we
the litigants
and significant
issues of law.
believe the other barriers
should be eliminated.
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RECOMMENDATION
TO THE CONGRESS
In order to clarify
the authority
of district
judges to
the courts'
caseload and maintain
control
over specific
cases, we recommend that the Congress amend 28 U.S.C. 636 (c)(2)
by adding the following:

manage

"The desiqnation
of a magistrate
to conduct proceedings in a jury or non-jury
civil
matter under this
section
shall not preclude the district
court from
exercising
jurisdiction
over any case on its own
motion.
The district
judge shall,
however, advise
consenting
litigants
of the reason their matter is not
being referred
to a magistrate."
RECOMMENDATION
TO THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE
OF THE UNITED STATES
We believe that
the Judicial
Conference,
as the policymakinq body of the Federal judiciary,
should provide additional
quidance to the district
courts regarding
the implementation
of
the civil
trial
provisions
of the Magistrates
Act.
Specifically,
the Conference should explain the roles for district
judges in advisinq
litiqants
of the opportunity
to consent and
should identify
ways for district
clerks
to more effectively
execute their
notification
responsibilities,
including
the use
of followup
procedures.
AGENCYCOMMENTSAND OUR EVALUATION
Three district
courts which addressed the subject of civil
trial
provisions
of the act agreed with our conclusions
and recommendations.
The Administrative
Office,
the Magistrates
Committee,
and two other districts
generally
agreed with our concl:usi.ons but expressed reservations
concerning
our recommended
leqislative
chanqe.
Their reservations
and our response follow.
The other six districts
either
did not specifically
address the subject or did not respond at all.
While the Magistrates
Committee, Administrative
Office,
and
the Maryland district
believed an amendment to 28 U.S.C. §636(c)
(2) was necessary,
they disagreed with our proposed amendment.
They believed
that district
judges should continue to exert full
control
over their
caseloads and exercise
general supervision
ovfer the deleqation
of work to magistrates.
In this regard,
thqey believed our proposal appeared to divest
a district
judge
of such authority
because it called for the judge to show qood
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:,
’ ‘,

cause in order to maintain jurisdiction
over a case.
ther believed
that their proposed amendment eliminated
fusion regarding
judicial
authority
without
appearing
judges' control
over their
cases.

They furthe conto divest

To eliminate
the concern expressed about judicial
control
of cases by judges, we deleted the phrase "good cause" so that
there is no misunderstanding
as to the judges' control
over
their
cases and the referral
of matters
to magistrates.
Although we agree with the thrust
of the Conference's
proposal,
we
believe our revised recommendation will better
serve the longIt would retain
in
term development of the magistrates
system.
this section of the act a concept of required
mutual consent,
with the consent usually resulting
in a magistrate
exercising
jurisdiction.
Further,
our recommendation would reinforce
the
public's
confidence
in the magistrates
system by requiring
that
district
judges inform consenting
litigants
of the reasons for
denying referrals.
The public's
confidence
in the magistrates
system could be shaken if a judge did not allow a magistrate
to
handle a case, after
the litigants
consented,
without
an explanation of the judge's rationale
for deciding
to hear the case.
If a judge decided to hear the case, it could be viewed by the
public as a reflection
of a lack of confidence
in the abilities
of the magistrates
by the district
judges.
To avoid such an appearance, a statement
explaining
the reasons for not referring
the case to a magistrate
should be required.
The Oregon district
advised us that any amendment to 28
U.S.C. §636(c)(2)
is unnecessary;
however, it stated that it
It stated that its district
would not object to such a change.
does not have any particular
problem if the amendment is passed
so long as it is clear that cases can be shifted
from judge to
magistrate,
warrant.
The
or vice versa, as calendar conditions
district
stated it moves cases in such a manner now without
any
We concur with the distype of order vacating a referral.
Our recomtrict's
position
that a formal order is unnecessary.
mendation only calls for a judge to state the reason, which may
or may not take the form of a formal order,
for not allowing
a
case to be heard by a magistrate.
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APPENDIX I

APPENDIX I

PROFILE OF THE DISTRICTS INCLUDED IN GAO'S REVIEW
Number of
Number of
full-time
judges
magistrates
(note a)
(note 2)
Nationwide

516

204

Year ended June 30,
Cases
-Fated
201,387

1981

198,172

District
District
of
Columbia
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Maryland
Louisiana
Eastern
Ohio
Northern
Ohio
Southern
California
Central
California
Southern
Oregon
Total
Percent of
Nationwide

15
10
2
5
9

3,855
3,956
856
2,302
3,825

3,842
8,105
632
1,958
3,439

13

5

5,805

5,807

10

4

3,780

3,282

6

3

3,315

3,042

17

6

7,473

7,140

7
G5

3
- 3

2,658
2,215

2,885
2,196

99

40

19

20

40,040

42,328

20

21

Judgeships
a/Number of positions
in existence
on June 30, 1981.
- are created by an act of the Congress while magistrate
positions are created by the Judicial
Conference of the United
subject
to congressional
appropriations.
States,
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APPENDIX II

APPENDIX II
[JNITED STATES MAGISTRATE
POSITIONS
..aAUTHORIZED BY THE JUDICIAL

Fiscal

year

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1902
1983

Total
positions
518
546
561
567
541
487
482
487
487
488
488
490
483

Note:

Full-time
positions
--..61
83
90
103
112
133
150
164
176
196
204
217
223

CONFERENCE
Part-time
positions
449
450
455
447
411
337
316
305
290
271
263
253
241

Combination
Esitions
8
13
16
17
18
17
16
18
21
21
21
20
19

Positions
for the following
fiscal
year's budget
are approved at the semi-annual meetings of the
approved in
Judicial
Conference.
Thus, positions
the fall of 1980 and the spring of 1981 are for
fiscal
year beginning October 1981.
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APPENDIX

III

APPENDIX
NUMBER OF MATTERS
DISPOSED
BY
MAGISTRATES
FOR
THE
YEARS
JUNE 30,
1981
AND 1982

Trial

jurisdiction

cases

Misdemeanor
cases
(other
than petty
Petty
offense
cases

offenses)

Total
Preliminary

proceedings
in
formerly
performed
commissioners)

(Duties

Total
additional

Pretrial

conferences

Calendar
calls
Other
matters
Total

Civil

litigation
additional

-

matters

Total

14,208
80,944

13,589
73,136

95,152

86,725

2,626
5,442
11,634
33,285
6,828
3,570
18,981
6,865
3,128

3,082
6,170
11,702
31,844
8,301
4,650
21,296
6,833
4,580

92,359

98,458

3,199
18,652
884
2,506

3,214
20,119
857
2,793

25,241

-- 26,983

14,817

16,551

23,109
51,015
812
564
1,933
4,101
2,056

28,314
58,150
1,174
588
2,452
4,532
1,636

83,590

96,846

a/311,159

Total
-a/These
ducted

1982

duties

Pretrial
conferences
Motions
Calendar
calls
Special
masterships
Civil
consent
cases
Social
security
reviews
Other

1981

duties

Mot ions

Prisoner

OF
ENDED

felony
cases
by U.S.

Grand jury
returns
Search
warrants
Arrest
warrants
Initial
appearances
Bail
reviews
Preliminary
examinations
Arraignments
Material
witnesses
Other
matters

Criminal

III

totals
include
in 1981 and

2,561
1982,

and 3,035
respectively.
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evidentiary

a/325,563

hearings

con-
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PROCEEDINGS CONDUCTED PER U.S. MAGISTRATE
-DURING
THE 12-MONTH PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 1981,
_----IN THE DISTRICTS GAO REVIEWED
---

rjistrict.

Prc’l iminary
“C’omr“ ssioner

p) oceedings
3uties”

“Add i t ional
Duties"
78 I!.%.(: 636(h)
Criminal
Pre-t.rial
[)ir,posit
Other
Civi

mot ions

matters

(:ivil
consent
Without
trial
With trial

cases

17

535

333

153

~1,127

authorized
maqictrat.es

.-a/Averaqe

less
one

429

than

9
112

213

577
~

44

123
6
40

.-

69

(3)

115

31
3
91

10
16
49

1

--

h/(1.2)

44
Ti
3

(3)

c.
-CA

s.
--CA

OR
-_-.

94

77

26

244

1,764

84

219

168

147

457

2,016

165

702

--674

672
----

1,034

861

223

15
129
6

114

145

--128

110
775
152
28
15
44

s.
-OH

295

(a)

1,124

N.

1,710

(a)

277
727
87
14
63
21

--(a)
(a)
(a)

287

243
--75

-OH

1,823

27

1,189

22
412
80
12
4
47

(4)

163

-152

E.
-LA

MD
-

1,199.

(a)

(a)
120

-CN

3

1,341

550

3

f-u1 l-time

._ apf)roximately
maq i st rate

125

105

ive

h/Inclwks

35

conferences
i t iVe

ispos
ions

Pret:rial
conferences
Non-dispositive
motions
nisposit
ive motions
Pr isoncr
pet it ions
Social
Security
Other
matt.crs

of

IRI

225

1 matters
__--.-.-__..

Nurnber

MA
I

--438

matters

Non-d
mot:

DC
-

7
-5
2

(5)

31

(a)

105

5

10
77

1,415

11
22
7
47
18
23

-34

458
855
9
60
15
18

&Q
(a)

(5)

29

479

640
-_

89
269
17
26
51
21

53
121
133
190
102
41

32
5

-5

379
__

-686

98
..--

-

165

-

14
(a)
365

34
32
455

25

--293

348
-I_

763
_I

129
91
17
3
22
80

52
514
86
78
6
27

15
i-z

26
7-3
13

7
19
39
84
47
37

3

4

(4)

(3)

1

(6)

(3)

one.

ful.l-time
magistrate
and one full
20 percent
of his time performing
js not authorized
t.o conduct
civil

48

time
clerk-magistrate
magistrate-type
jury

trials.

who
duties.

1
72

spends
The full-time

(3)

APPENDIX IV

APPENDIX IV
ABBREVIATIONS USED
_II-----IN APPENDIXES
_-e._-.-.- -_.IV
AND
V
----

C. CA -

Central

-

District

of Connecticut

DC -

District

of the District

I?. LA -

Eastern

MA -

District

of Massachusetts

MCI -

District

of Maryland

Northern

district

OR -

District

of Oregon

RI -

District

of Rhode Island

s. CA -

Southern

district

of California

S. OH -

Southern

district

of Ohio

CN

N.;

OH -

district

district

of California

of Columbia

of Louisiana

of Ohio
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PROCEEDINGS CONDUCTED PER U.S. MAGISTRATE
DURING THE 12-MONTH PERIOD ENDED JUNE 30, 1982,
IN THE DISTRICTS GAO REVIEWED

District

-DC

-RI

CN
-

-MD

E.
-LA

1505

63

c.

s.

N.
OH
-

S.
OH
-

19

40

298

1,263

92

256

186

809

2,633

187

692

601

398
---

474

771

-- 83

225

CA
-

CA
-

OR
-

Duties

Misdemeanors
Preliminary
"Commissioner
"Additional
28

46

proceedings
Duties"

513

Duties"
636(b)

U.S.C.

Criminal

matters

1
44
-- 360

Pretrial
conferences
Non-dispositive

115

motions

230

Dispositive
motions
Prisoner
petitions
Social
Security
Special
masters
Other matters
Civil

4
4

full-time

of

3

53

578
37
11

43

authorized
magistrates

5
4

1,533

36690%
-

-

10

24

-

12
4
4

1
1

92

50
10
6

2
1
9

1,022

195

142

17

444
62
19
9
2
5

995
73
78
11

654
128
73
16

16

1

(4)

32
22
7

49

1

48

a/Includes
one full-time
magistrate
and one-full
- approximately
20 percent
of his time
performing
maoistrate
is not authorized
to conduct
civil

6
3

1

a/(1.2)

1,419

5

1
8

20

(3)

2
10

34
---99

2

(3)

b

135
___---20

1,372

313

28

12
6
6

342

1,042

105

569

7

consent
matters
Without
trial
With trial

Number

629

46

225

1,477

1,198

91

Pre-trial
conferences
Non-dispositive
mot ions
Dispositive
motions
Other matters
Civil

324

451

matters

7

15

602

10

24
1

70

36
4

5
6

43

315
---

589

1

154

249

723

439

132

57

26

142

69

782
10
83
20
16
19

301
41
54
46

117
30
214
93
25
53

127
47
85
28

83

454
101
48

1
132

3

(5)

2

48
-

(5)

clerk-magistrate
magistrate-type
jury
trials.

1
27
38

2
6

3

3
22225
1

4
10
1
9
24

39
2

14

(3)

(3)

6

3

(4)

(3)

duties.

who spends
The full-time

time

(6)

7
44
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February

Mr. William
J. Anderson,
Director
U.S. General Accounting
Washington,
D.C. 20548

16,

VI

1983

Office

Dear Mr. Anderson:
I have reviewed
the GAO Report on the U.S. Magistrates
System and make the following
comments:
1. The staff
report
is an excellent
history
of the
U.S. Magistrates
System created
of the Federal Magistrates
Act of 1968 as amended.
2. The report
trates
in the

correctly
Southern

details
District

the use of the magisof California.

3. There is no question
that the active
trates
by a district
court judge greatly
efficiency
of the trial
judge.

use of magisincreases
the

4.
I agree with the proposed staff
recommendation
to
Congress and to the Judicial
Conference
of the United
States.
Very

\.
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truly

you~c

'HOWARD B. TURRENTINE
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VII

March

1,

1983

William
J. Anderson,
Director
United
States
General
Accounting
General
Government
Division
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Re :
Dear

Mr.

Proposed
Magistrates

VII

Office

Report
on
System

the

Anderson:

Thank
you for
sending
me a copy of the draft
report
I agree
regarding
the
use of United
States
Magistrates.
completely
with
your
conclusions
that
the Office
of the United
States
Magistrate
is under
utilized
in most districts
and has
a potential
for
solving
some of our troubling
problems.*
It has been my conviction
for quite
some time that
the
federal
judicial
system
is in effect
a “two
tier”
system.
We
have
seen
a great
influx
of cases
that
do not
necessarily
In the Southern
require
an Article
III
Judge
to consider
them.
District
of Ohio,
close
to 40% of our docket
consists
of social
security
appeals,
prisoners’
civil
rights
claims,
student
loan
co1 lect ions
and foreclosures.
While
these
are
essentially
“nontriable”
cases,
the
vast
number
of
them
generates
some
problems
that
require
intervention
either
by a Magistrate
or by
a District
Judge.
Tt would
seem to me that
the most efficient
use of manpower
is to have
these
matters
disposed
of by the
Magistrates
inorder
that
the District
Judges
might
concentrate
on cases
that
are not
referable.
I

jurisdiction
efficient
creasing

~ *GAO

note:

This
ever,
better

agree
with
your
conclusion
that
the Magistrates’
should
be expanded.
This
would
be by far
the most
and least
expensive
way to deal
with
the ever
inDistrict
Court
caseload.

term
was not
it
is GAO’s
utilized.

used
belief
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Thank
you for
sent
the draft

including
of your

me on
report.

the

list
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United
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States
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of
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Judge
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FRANK
J. IlATTIEiTi
CHltC
JUDOL

March 3,1983

William J. Anderson, Director
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Mr. Anderson:
I have reviewed the draft report on the Magistrates System and, for the most
part, I am in agreement with its major conclusions. I certainly agree that the
magistrates are making a significant contribution to the overall operation of
the District Courts, and believe that such contribution should be recognized
by a more substantial effort on the part of all concerned to make the bar
aware that the magistrates are qualified judicial officers in whom they can
repose their trust.
There is, however, one aspect of the draft that speaks to a major issue as to
which I cannot fully concur in the report’s recommendation. I speak of the
matter of uniformity of approach to assignment of duties in multi-judge,
multi-magistrate courts.
My views on this subject can be well illustrated by reference to the present
practice in the Northern District of Ohio, which although surveyed is not
specifically commented upon in the Report.
While the allocation of magistrates for the entire Northern District is four,
the fact is that one is situated in Toledo serving the members of the court
there, and another is in Akron and his time is heavily devoted to affairs of
that branch of the Court. Consequently, as a practical matter the two
magistrates in Cleveland are the primary resource for the seven regular and
one senior judge on our court.
Ours is a district in which there is a variance between the members of the
court as to assignment of “other duties” to the magistrates. Most members
of the court assign all Social Security reviews to a magistrate, although some
do not. Several assign their habeas corpus actions. A lesser number assign a
number of general civil actions for pretrial supervision. One member of the
court regularly calls upon the magistrates to conduct status conferences and
settlement pretrials. Each of the judges has on occasion sent an emergency
matter to a magistrate or called upon a magistrate to assist in the pretrial
development of a particularly troublesome or unique case.
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William J. Anderson

APPENDIX

-2-

VIII

March 3,1983

In our court the social security reviews and, to a lesser extent, habeas corpus
filings present a major dilemma insofar as the use of the magistrates is
concerned. We have a very heavy filing of Social Security appeals, and the
numbers are increasing. If, pursuant to a uniform rule, all record reviews
were assigned to the magistrates for a Report and Recommended Decision, I
do not think they would have time to devote to anything else. At this time
each of them is being assigned over 100such cases per year, and in addition is
receiving another 30 or more upon consent of the parties.
While the obvious, and simple, answer to this problem would be to withdraw
record reviews from the magistrate’s area of responsibility, as some other
Districts have done, I do not believe that that is a satisfactory response in a
court serving a major urban population center producing a large number of
such reviews. In my opinion it was this type of repetitive, time-consuming
detailed “paper litigation” which Congress intended to shift away from
district judges, to magistrates, so that their time could be devoted to more
complex cases. Beyond this, the magistrates develop an expertise in these
areas which a short-term law clerk does not acquire. In my discussions with
the Cleveland magistrates they estimate that they can complete a Social
Security or habeas file in 20% of the time it would take a law clerk to do so.
In many cases no objections are taken from the Magistrate’s ruling, so that
the amount of time the Court must devote to the file is reduced from that
which would be required if a law clerk reviewed the case prior to the judge’s
consideration
If we had a standardized rule requiring all record reviews to go to
magistrates they would become bogged down in those tedious tasks.
Similarly, it would be impossible for the two Cleveland magistrates to handle
status conferences and pretrials for all civil filings. If that were feasible, I
doubt that all members of our court would agree to such a rule.
A factor that cannot be disregarded is that in addition to the “other duties”
assignments they receive, our magistrates must administer expanding
personal dockets. Each of them, based upon current projections, will have a
very active trial calendar this year.
While perhaps a uniform “other duties” rule might work in districts having a
different judge-magistrate ratio on a lesser load of record reviews, I fear
that adoption of such a rule in our court would result in one of two equally
unpalatable results.
Referring all record reviews could result in the
magistrates becoming specialized law clerks, with no time to do anything
else. Total removal of such responsibility would deprive the court of the
magistrates’ expertise, and increase the backlog of such cases.
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-3-

VIII

March 3, 1983

Our flexible non-uniform approach to utilization of the magistrates service
allows the magistrates the opportunity to participate in meaningful and
stimulating aspects of the court’s business, while maintaining a reasonable
flow of record reviews.
Based upon these considerations I disagree with the recommendation,
contained at page 34 of the report, that the Judicial Conference of the
United States I1 . . . require all district courts to . . . develop within their
respective districts a uniform approach for using magistrates.” *

f-9* cerely youfs,

*GAO note:

Recommendation
was revised
to delete
the word
Also,
the word
“require”
and use “encourage”.
from the report
and
” un i form” has been deleted
“comprehensive”.
replaced
with
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UNITED

JUDOL

CWAY.L”.
JAMCO

STATES
DISTRICT
PORTLAND

0,
M. BURNI)

March

DISTRICT
OF OREGON

COURT

97205

9, 1983

William J. Anderson, Director
United States
General Accounting
Office
Washington, D.C. 20548
"Changes Needed to Fully
Fully Realize the Benefits
of the Magistrates
System";
your letter
of 2/10/83
Dear Mr. Anderson:
I am happy to respond as follows:
1) The Congress clearly
intended the Magistrates
system
to be flexible.
Each district
needs flexibility
to
"deal with its own individual
needs and situations."
(P.15) Flexibility
should be retained.
We should not
have to march to the steps of the District
Courts in
Manhattan, or in South Dakota,
for example; nor should
those Districts
have to march to ours.
If they evolve a
technique or method that works well, I expect we would
probably try it out, and, if it works well here, install
it; we would hope the reverse would be true.
2) Flexibility
should not, however, be an excuse for lack
of strong encouragement - to those Districts
who
dont't make much use of their magistrates
- to make
good use of them. Such encouragement should come from
the Judicial
Conference and Councils.
It should also
come from the Federal Judicial
Center, which is the
education and training
arm of the third branch.
Title
28 U.S.C. 5 620-629.
With the consent of Senior Group
Director
John M. Ols, Jr.,
I sent a copy of the Draft
Report to the Director
(and the head of the Education
and Training Branch) of the Center, along with a
letter
suggesting that effective
usage
of magistrates
ought to have a spot on the seminars regularly
conducted for new district
judges.
Mr. 01s received a
copy of my letter.
I have a hunch, though, that the
most effective
encouragement comes when judges get
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IX

William
J. Anderson
March 9, 1983
Page two

informal
sessions among
together
at conferences,
etc.;
where experiences
are shared,
are more likely
judges,
to effect
a real change by those who have not previously
used magistrates
effectively.
3) We do not believe
that the statute
5’ 636(c) (2) needs
amending in the fashion
described
on pages 36-38 , and
summarized on page i i i..
We dnn’t have any particular
problem
if amendment if passed, however,
so long as
it is clear
that cases can be shifted
from judge to
as calendar
conditions
magistrate,
and vice versa,
Indeed, we do not issue any kind of order
warrant.
“vacating”
a referral,
in those cases which,
though
initially
assigned
to a magistrate,
are later
taken
If Judge Leavy or Judge
over by a district
judge.
Juba gets in a bind, and cannot try a case, he simply
This is the
calls
me up, and I take it (if I can).
same thing that happens if I get too busy and one of
the magistrates
can take it,
assuming,
of course,
that consent exists.
If some other district
wants at that point
- to prepare and sign a piece of paper
called
an “Order Vacating
Referral
to Magistrate,”
let them do it.
We see no need to do that
here.
of Oregon, are flattered
by the
4) We, in the District
generous references
to our system.
We believe
that
quiet
and persistent
encouragement,
at all levels
Judicial
Conference,
Judicial
Councils,
and other
Indeed my
for urns - should be the order of the day.
own impression
is that most of the Districts
in the
Ninth Circuit
have climbed
aboard the bandwagon in
recent years.
But the key remains this.
First,
you
must
select
the best
(picking
out the most highly
rated state court judge and recruiting
him or her),
so the Bar will
be confident,
and will,
in many or
most
instances,
consent.
Second, the District
Court
must
show the magistrates
- and the bar - its
by delegating
the full
range of duties
confidence,
available
under the statute.
We wouldn’t
have gotten
George Juba, Ed Leavyl/
or Mike Hogan - or kept them
all we delegated
was
longer
than 60 days --if
search warrants,
discovery
squabbles
arraignments,
and prisoner
petitions.
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William
J. Anderson
March 9, 1983
Page Three
Judge Leavy has been the magistrate
here who has been used most
as a "settlement
Judges Juba and Hogan also occajudge";
sionally
so act.
But Ed Leavy has a "feel"
or "knack"
for
settling
cases. It is, I am convinced,
not capable of definiton
or description
beyond that.
He and I have recently
reviewed
He had
his work as settlement
judge over the past 14 months.
settlement
conferences
in 60 cases; all but 8 settled
or
appear to be about
to settle.
Of a recent group of 10 cases,
the total
estimated
trial
time,
had they gone to trial,
would
have been about
41 days; a rough estimate
of "settlement
judge"
I would be glad to
time involved
is about 3-4 days.
supply details
if you wish.
Very
A

truly

yours,

James M. Burns
JMB:lc
cc:
Mr. John M. Ols, Jr.
Judges Skopil,
Juba,
Leavy and Hogan

GAOnote:

Page references have been changed to correspond to final
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DALY

March

Mr. William
J. Anderson,
Director
United
States General
Accounting
Washington,
D. C. 20548
RE: Draft
Dear

Mr.

Report

9,

1983

Office

- Use of Magistrates

Anderson:

I received
the draft
U. S. Magistrates
System,
variety
of ways different

report
to Congress on the use of
and read with great
interest
the
Districts
utilize
their
Magistrates.

All the Judges in the District
of Connecticut
have been
apprised
of the report
on the use of Magistrates.
We have determined to retain
as much flexibility
as possible
in regard
to how
the Magistrates
in this District
will
be used.

the

Thank you very
report
and your

much for
interest.

the

time

and effort

that

SinFerely,

TFGD:efm
cc: A. Vieira,

Boston
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UNITED

STATES
DISTRICT
314

PROVIDENCE.
FRANCIS
CHIEF

DISTRICT
OF

RHODE

FEDERAL

RHODE

XI

COURT

ISLAND

BUILDING

ISLAND

02903

J
BOYLE
JVDGE

March Tenth,

Nineteen

Hundred

Eighty-Three

Mr. William
J. Anderson
General Government Division
United States Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear Mr.

Anderson:

Realize
viewed

The draft
of a Proposed Report
the Benefits
of the Magistrate's
by the judges of this Court.

optimal

It is the belief
of the judges
use is now made of the magistrates

"Changes Needed to Fully
System" has been reof this Court that
of this Court.

According
to Appendix V of the report,
the District
of
Rhode Island
has 1.2 magistrates.
The full-time
magistrate
is
not authorized
to conduct civil
jury trials.
The other nine
districts
considered
in the report
each have at least
three fulltime magistrates.
Although
gross numbers are not necessarily
instructive,
a simple comparison
of the sheer number of the
diverse
matters
handled by magistrates
in the District
of Rhode
Island
establishes
that,
except for civil
jury trials,
magistrates
services
are fully
utilized
in this district.
With less
than half of the number of magistrates
of all other districts
included in the report,
the number of matters
handled per magistrate
in almost every category
is equivalent
to and in some
instances
exceeds the other nine districts.
(Appendix V). *
magistrates
where their

*GAO note:

The reason for the large number of matters
handled by
in this district
is that they are employed in areas
services
are most urgently
required.
This use of

Footnote
reflect

in appendixes
these comments.
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XI

March Tenth,

Nineteen

Hundred

XI

Eighty-Three

Mr. William
J. Anderson
General Government Division
Page Two
rate of termination
of
magistrates
has resulted
in an increased
in spite of a 1982 total
of 703 pending cases per judge.
cases,
per
The rate of termination
per judge in 1982 was 455 actions
judge has been approved for this district
by
judge. An additional
the Judicial
Conference
of the United States and is pending
congressional
action.
The district
had no active
senior
judge until
July,
1982. A new district
judge took office
in October of 1982.
In
the first
six months of the year beginning
in July,
1982 (1983)
Clearly,
more than 600 civil
cases have already
been terminated.
this district
needs the services
of another district
judge.
The assignment
of civil
jury trials
to the fulltime
the number of terminations
magistrate
would not improve further
since the full-time
magistrate
is now fully
engaged, and the time
required
for civil
jury trials
would merely diminish
his present
Time applied
by a full-time
magistrate
to civil
jury
usefulness.
trials
would only effect
a change in the title
of the officer
since judges would then be required
to
conducting
the trial,
bttend
to matters
now handled by the magistrate.
Sincerely

FJB:geg
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APPENDIX XII
ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICE
OF THE
UNITED
STATES COURTS
WASHINGTON.

WILLIAM
JO5EPH
DlC”I”

D.C.

20844

L. FOLEY
DI”~CTO”
F. BPANIOL,
DI”(ICIO”

JR.

March 11, 1983

Mr. William
J. Anderson
Director,
General
Government
Division
United
States
General
Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear

Mr.

Anderson:

I appreciate
the opportunity
to review
and comment
on your
proposed
report
to the Congress
on the Federal
Magistrates
System.
The draft
report
has been reviewed
by Judge Otto
R. Skopil,
Jr.,
Chairman
of the Judicial
Conference
Committee
on the Administration
of the Federal
Magistrates
System,
and by the Division
of Magistrates
of this
office
and other
members
of my staff.
We
are in agreement
in our views
regarding
the report
and jointly
I should
note
that
the Judicial
offer
the following
comments.
Conference
Committee
will
next meet in June and will
consider
the
comments
and recommendations
of your office
at that
time.
we commend you
At the outset,
professional
and thorough
treatment
subject
area.
We believe
that
the
approach
and that
it contains
many
recommendations
on the utilization

and your staff
for the report's
of this
complex
and difficult
report
is positive
in its
constructive
comments
and
of United
States
magistrates.

through
its
Magistrates
Committee
The Judicial
Conference,
and through
the Division
of Magistrates
of this
office,
is engaged
in a continuing
oversight
process
in an effort
to improve
this
evolving
system.
Many of the matters
addressed
in the report
raise
concerns
which
have been considered
by the Judicial
Conference.
As the report
correctly
notes,
the Conference
in its
supervisory
role
has endeavored
to ensure
the efficient
use of
magistrates.
These efforts
have been described
in "The Federal
Magistrates
System:
Report
to the Congress
by the Judicial
Conference
of the United
States"
(December
1981).
We strongly
concur
in the report's
overall
conclusion
that
the magistrate
system
is working
well
indeed.
Knowing
that
even
greater
efficiency
is possible,
however,
we agree
that
improveThe remarks
which
follow
fccus
on the
ments
can be achieved.
report's
proposed
recommendations
to the Judicial
Conference
and
They are designed,
constructively,
to clarify
and
the Congress.
improve
your document
by adding
some factual
detail
that
we
In no sense should
our suggested
improvebelieve
is necessary.
ments
be considered
as detracting
from our overall
approval
of
your
report.
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,The first
recommendaThe Effective
Utilization
of Magistrates.
tion
in the report
is that
the Conference
encourage
district
courts
to utilize
magistrates
more fully
by increasing
their
It is true
that
some
duties
and roles
as circumstances
permit.
courts
use magistrates
more extensively
than others
and that
some
judges
are hesitant
to utilize
magistrates
to the maximum extent
We would
suggest,
however,
that
an
permitted
under
the law.
affirmative
statement
be made in the report
that
most courts
do,
in
fact,
use
their
magistrates
fully
and as intended
under
the
Federal
Magistrates
Act as noted
in the 1981 Conference
report.
Moreover,
a trend
toward
greater
utilization
of magistrates
is
clearly
evident,
and it reflects
the courts'
growing
confidence
in
this
relatively
new system.
As your report
notes,
a large
body of information
on the
effective
use of magistrates
is available
for district
court
judges.
In addition
to the sources
already
mentioned,
your report
should
note that
the Magistrates
Committee
of the Judicial
Conference
has distributed
to each federal
judge,
magistrate,
and
clerk
of court:
(1) model
local
rules
of court
on the use of
magistrates;
(2) suggested
procedures
for the reference
of civil
and criminal
matters
to magistrates:
(3) guidelines
for
implementing
the 1979 amendments
to the Act;
and (4) checklists
on the
jurisdiction
and proper
use of magistrates.
The Federal
Judicial
Center
at its
continuing
education
programs
for judges
and for magistrates
has in the past
devoted
considerable
time to the effective
use of magistrates.
Moreover,
the Office
of Management
Review
of this
agency
conducts
periodic
on-site
inspections
and reviews
to analyze
the operations
of each
district
court,
including
the court's
use of magistrates.
The
purpose
of these
reviews
is to identify
areas
in which
the operations
could
be made more efficient
and to recommend
changes
to
improve
each court's
effectiveness
and efficiency.
In addition,
the Division
of Magistrates
serves
as a clearinghouse
for
information
on the magistrates
system.
It regularly
distributes
written
materials
on the jurisdiction
and use of magistrates
and
provides
advice
on these
matters
to judges,
magistrates,
and other
court
officers.
When reviewing
district
court
requests
for additional
magistrate
positions
or the continuing
need for existing
magistrate
positions,
the Magistrates
Committee
of the Judicial
Conference
carefully
considers
a court's
utilization
of its
existing
magistrate
resources.
The effective
use of existing
positions
is one of the three
major
criteria
which
are considered
by the Judicial
Conference
prior
to the authorization
of additional
magistrate
positions.
In preparing
the survey
reports
for
the consideration
of the Magistrates
Committee,
the Division
of
Magistrates
consults
with
and advises
the courts
on the utilization
of their
magistrates.
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In light
of your finding
that
some courts
under-utilize
their
*
it may well
be beneficial
for us to increase
our
magistrates,
efforts
to emphasize
the magistrates'
expanded
role
in the
judicial
system.
Nevertheless,
while
more may be accomplished
in
the future,
we would
like
the report
to note explicitly
that
the
Judicial
Conference
has on many occasions
stated
its
policy
of
encouraging
the district
courts
to take
full
advantage
of the
provisions
of the Federal
Magistrates
Act and to use their
magistrates
extensively.
Moreover,
your report
should
state
that
the
comprehensive
1981 Conference
report
to the Congress
strongly
This
report
has been
urged
the full
utilization
of magistrates.
We will,
however,
provided
to every
judge
of the ciiscrict
courts.
continue
to explore
with
the Magistrates
Committee
additional
ways
in which
communication
of the Conference's
policy
can best be
accomplished.
The report's
second
recommendation
to
Uniform
Use of Magistrates.
the Conference
is to require
district
courts
to develop
within
approach
for using
magistheir
respective
districts
a uniform
trates
in the most effective
and efficient
manner.
We agree
that
assignments
of duties
to magistrates
should
be made after
an appraisal
of both
the district
court's
needs and the most effective
In this
and efficient
use of magistrates
in view of these
needs.
connection,
each court
should
be encouraged
to develop
an approach
for using
its
magistrates
based upon a careful
review
of its
particular
circumstances.
There
are,
however,
several
dlrficulties
in requiring
a
district
court
to adopt
a rigid
plan
mandating
that
each judge
of
As noted
in
the court
utilize
magistrates
in a uniform
manner.
the 1981 Conference
report,
there
are several
reasons
for allowing
individual
judges
a degree
of discretion
in utilizing
magistrates.
The conduct
of pretrial
proceedings
and the techniques
used
for calendar
management
will
vary
among district
court
judges.
While
some judges
participate
actively
in the early
pretrial
stages
of litigation,
other
judges
prefer
a more passive
role
during
this
phase.
Judges
may also
find
it efficient
to adapt
their
case management
approaches
to the various
categories
of
cases
that
come before
them.
The assignment
of duties
to magistrates
will
predictably
reflect
the individual
preferences
of the
judges
and the varying
demands
of a court's
caseload.
The flexible
use of magistrates
within
a given
court
may also
recognize
the special
skills
or expertise
of the individual
members
of the court.
A magistrate
skilled
in negotiation
and
civil
practice
may likely
be delegated
to handle
pretrial
and
settlement
conferences
by the court.
Some judges,
however,
may
wish
to conduct
their
own pretrial
conferences
to acquaint
themselves
better
with
their
cases
and,
therefore,
choose
to refer
-.p-

-

-..-.a

-

.--..

*GAO note:

___I__--

The term underutilized
is an Administrative
Office
term and was not used by GAO in this report.
However, it is GAO's belief
that magistrates
can be
better
utilized.
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such as the review
of matters,
security
appeals
to magistrates.

of

prisoner

While
we agree
that
it would
be beneficial
for a
for the use of magistrates,
court
to develop
a "plan"
It would
be
ask each court
to adopt
a rigid
approach.
for your report
merely
to recommend
that
the Conference
each court
to reappraise
periodically
its
current
use
trates
and to review
its
needs on a district-wide
basis
the most efficient
and coordinated
use of its magistrates
judges.

litigation
district
we would
not
preferable
encourage
of magisto ensure
by the

Communication
of Criteria.
The third
recommendation
to the
Conference
is that
it disseminate
information
on a more formalized
basis
to the courts
on the criteria
used in authorizing
the establishment
of new magistrate
positions
and encourage
the districts
which
meet those
criteria
to request
additional
magistrate
positions.
There
are several
ways in which
we do communicate
the
The criteria
are included
in the
criteria
under
present
practice.
1981 Conference
report
to the Congress
which
was distributed
to
all
district
judges.
In addition,
new chief
judges
are informed
of the criteria
in person
at briefing
sessions
conducted
at the
Administrative
Office.
Whenever
a request
is made for a new
magistrate
position,
moreover,
a survey
report
delineating
the
If a request
criteria
is submitted
to the court
for its
review.
is denied
by the Conference,
it is also
now our practice
to inform
the court
in writing
of the underlying
reasons.
In view of
uncertain
as to
agree
that
more
The Magistrates
communicate
its

your finding
that
some courts
are nevertheless
the criteria
for authorizing
new magistrates,
we
formal
communication
of the criteria
is needed.
Committee
will
certainly
wish to consider
ways to
standards
more effectively.

I should
point
out with
respect
to the second
part
of your
recommendation
that
the Magistrates
Committee
has pursued
a
conservative
policy
in authorizing
additional
positions.
The
members
have been sensitive
to the need to hold
down costs
and
have recommended
additional
positions
only
in those
cases which
present
a strong
and well-documented
justification.
As a result
it has not been our policy
to solicit
requests
for additional
magistrate
positions,
although
the subject
often
rises
in our dayto-day
dealings
with
the courts.
The Division
of Magistrates,
however,
does monitor
the caseloads
of the courts
and magistrates
and initiates
informal
reviews
with
courts
which
appear
to need
adciitional
magistrate
resources.
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the Magistrates
Committee
may wish
In light
of your findings,
to consider
a more active
role
in authorizing
magistrate
positions.
In this
regard,
you may wish to clarify
your recomthe Conference
and the
mendation
on page iv to state:
"Further,
Administrative
Office
should
rely
less exclusively
on courtinitiated
requests
and should
identify
those
courts
that
should
be
encouraged
to request
additional
magistrate
positions."
Additional
Magistrate
Positions.
The report
states
that
were 32 district
courts
which
met
the Judicial
Conference
for
an additional
full-time
magistrate
position,
but had
quested
one in the two years
prior
to May 1982.
We have
a listing
of those
districts
from your staff
and can now
you with
an update.

there
criteria
not reobtained
provide

Since
May of 1982 approximately
one-half
of the 32 districts
have either
been authorized
an additional
full-time
magistrate
or
presently
have a request
pending
before
the Magistrates
Committee.
Additionally,
in nearly
all
of the remaining
courts,
we have had
informal
discussions
with
key court
personnel
concerning
the
likelihood
of additional
magistrate
positions.
Guidelines
on Advice
and Notification
to Litigants.
Your report
makes
two recommendations
to the Judicial
Conference
with
regard
to the civil
trial
provisions
of the Federal
Magistrates
Act:
(1)
that
the Conference
develop
a policy
regarding
the role
of
district
judges
in advising
litigants
of their
opportunity
to have
a case heard
by a magistrate;
and (2) that
the Conference
recommend to the clerks
of court
methods
for notifying
litigants
of
their
opportunity
to have a magistrate
hear their
cases.
The substance
of each of these
recommendations
is addressed
in the February
1980 "Guidelines
to Implement
the Federal
Magistrate
Act of 1979."
These guidelines
were prepared
by the
staff
of the Administrative
Office
and approved
by the Magistrates
Committee
of the Judicial
Conference
to assist
the courts
in
establishing
new court
procedures
and revising
local
rules
and
forms
to comply
with
the provisions
of the 1979 Act.
They were
distributed
to all
district
judges,
magistrates
and clerks
of
court.
Nevertheless,
in light
of the findings
of your report
that
there
remains
confusion
and uncertainty
among the district
courts
in this
area,
the Magistrates
Committee
will
certainly
wish to
consider
clarifying
and republishing
its
guidelines
on these
points.
It should
be noted,
however,
that
in giving
guidance
to the
courts
on the most effective
means of advising
litigants
of their
opportunity
to have a magistrate
hear their
cases,
the Conference
is limited
by the strictures
of the Federal
Magistrate
Act of 1979
and its
legislative
history.
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The final
point
on
Proposed
Amendment
to 28 U.S.C.
$636(c)(2).
which
I would
like
to comment
concerns
your recommendation
that
the Congress
amend 28 U.S.C.
$636(c)(2)
to eliminate
the confusion
regarding
judicial
authority
to retain
control
of civil
cases.
your report
discusses
the language
proposed
by the
Judicial
Conference
for an amendment
to 28 U.S.C.
9 636(c)(2)
and
endorses
the "thrust"
of the Conference's
proposal.
Your report,
however,
offers
a different
amendment
which
would
provide
that
the designation
of a magistrate
to conduct
proceedings
under
28 U.S.C.
$636(c)
"shall
not preclude
the
district
court
or judge
from exercising
jurisdiction
over any case
The requirement
that
the
for good cause shown on its
own motion."
court
be required
to explain
why all
consent
cases
are not referred
to a magistrate
follows
from a statement
in the report
at
page 38 that:
We believe
that
to allow
the court
to assume *
jurisdiction,
even though
the parties
have
consented
to a magistrate's
exercise
of
jurisdiction,
without
any showing
of just
cause,
such as complexity
of the case or court
workload,
would
undermine
confidence
in the system.
(emphasis
added)
It is the view of the Judicial
Conference
as set forth
in its
1981 report
at pages
49-50
that
"[tlhe
option
of the parties
to
have their
case tried
and disposed
of by a magistrate
does not
operate
to divest
the judges
of the district
court
of control
over
their
own cases or general
supervision
over the delegation
of work
to the magistrates
of the court."
In that
context,
the approval
of the judge
to whom the case has been assigned
should
be obtained
in order
to perfect
the reference
of a case to a magistrate,
even
when the parties
have consented
to the disposition
of the case by
a magistrate.
Your amendment
would
require
the judge
to
in order
to retain
jurisdiction
over the case
consented
to disposition
by a magistrate.
It
Judicial
Conference,
however,
that
the district
jurisdiction
over the case and, regardless
of
the concurrence
of the judge
is needed
before
from a judge
to a magistrate.

show "good
cause"
the parties
had
the view of the
court
retains
the parties
consent,
a case is removed

if
is

We believe
the amendment
to 28 U.S.C.
$636(c)(2)
proposed
the Judicial
Conference
eliminates
the confusion
regarding
judicial
authority
without
appearing
to divest
an article
III
judge
control
over his case.
We are of the view that
an ar,ticle
III

*GAO note:

Report language
the proper
role
p. 38.)

changed to
of authority

more
in

accurately
the courts.

by
of

reflect
(See
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:judge
should
continue
to exert
full
control
over his caseload,
particularly
in light
of the comments
expressed
by the Supreme
Court
in Northern
Pipeline
Construction
Co. v. Marathon
Pipe Line
co.,
50 U.S.L.W.
4892,
4900 n. 31 (June 28, 1982).

I wish to emphasize
the point
that
I made at
In conclusion,
the outset.
We consider
this
to be a very positive
report
conI hope
taining
many constructive
comments
and recommendations.
that
our
suggestions
will
be of assistance
to you in preparing
your
final
report.
Sincerely,

William
I?. Foley
Director
cc:

Honorable

Otto

H.

Skopil,

Jr.
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CnAmeERe
OF
ANDREW
A. CAFFREY
(3HIW
JUPOL

March

24,

Mr. William
J. Anderson
Director
United States General Accounting
20548
Washington,
D.C.
Dear Mr.
letter
of
report
to
system to
to advise

1983

Office

Anderson:
In response to your request,
contained
in your
February
10, 1983, for my comments on your proposed
Congress on the use of the United States Magistrates
assist
the United States Courts'
operation,
I wish
as follows.

The reference
to the use of Magistrates
in the
District
of Massachusetts
contained
on page 17.of your
report
seems to be reasonably
accurate
in recounting
what
I express no
the nine Boston-based
Judges in fact do.
opinion
as to the accuracy of what your report
says is the
reason why a limited
number of Judges do what they in fact
do or think,
vis a vis,
the use of Magistrates.
Your report
does not mention the fact that some
members of the Court believe
there is a substantial
difference
in the ability
of the various
Magistrates,
which opinion
in
my judgment has serious
impact on the individual
Judge's
decisions
regarding
the use of Magistrates.
Your report
has statistical
information
regarding
the use of Magistrates
on pages 48 and 50 thereof,
the
accuracy
of which I have not had the opportunity
to statistically
given the time GAO has invested
verify
and for that reason,
in the study,
I accept these statistics
as factual.
physical

I would
limitations

like
of

to note for the record
this overage in grade
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courthouse
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bui lding,
especially
the shortage
of courtrooms
with jury
most seriously
impacts on the ability
of
tri al facilities,
the Magistrates
to conduct jury trials,
and consequently,
on
the willingness
of the District
Court Judges to make referrals
to the Magistrates
for full
on-the-merits
jury trials
of
civil
and criminal
cases.
me a draft

Thank you for your courtesy
of this proposed report.

in making

Very

truly

available

to

yours,

Andrew A. Caffrey
--7

~ GAO note:

Page references

have been changed to correspond
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UNITED

STATES DISTRICT

DISTRICT

March
FRANK

COURT

OF MARYLAND

28,

1983

A. KAUFMAN

Chief judp
Baltimore, Maryland

21201

William
J. Anderson,
Director
u. s. General
Accounting
Office
Washington,
D. C.
20548
Dear

Director

Anderson:

I appreciate
your sending
me the draft
report
to the
Congress
on the use of the United
States
Magistrates
System.
The report
gives
an excellent
summary of the history
of the
Magistrates
System
and makes many thoughtful
recommendations
as to how the system
might
be improved
to further
assist
our
courts
in handling
an ever-expanding
caseload.
I am glad
to
provide
comment
on the specific
recommendations
in the report.
As a general
proposition,
the report
recommends
that
the
Judicial
Conference
should
take a more active
role
in promoting
the efficient
and effective
use of magistrates.
The first
specific
recommendation
is that
the Conference
encourage
district
courts
and judges
who are restricting
the use of
magistrates
to explore
methods
to increase
their
use.
Additionally,
it is recommended
that
the Conference
disseminate
information
regarding
the experience
of judges
and courts
who have been using
magistrates
extensively.
With regard
to this
recommendation,
I
recognize
that
there
is a wide variation
between
judges
as to the
manner
in which
they
utilize
the services
of magistrates.
Many
of these
individual
variations
stem from local
conditions
and
preferences
of individual
judges
as to what matters
they
themselves
feel
most capable
of handling
and where
they need help
from the
magistrates.
My general
sense of the development
of the system,
however,
is that
most courts
and most judges
are presently
striving
to use magistrates
most effectively
and that
only
a relatively
few
Therefore,
I
jurisdictions
and judges
are restricting
their
use.
question
the utility
of the Judicial
Conference
undertaking
an
"encouragement
program"
aimed at the whole
judiciary.
Secondly,
it appears
to me that
the Judicial
Conference
has
long
been actively
recommending
the effective
use of magistrates.
For example,
in the Report
to the Congress
in Dec. 1981 by the
Judicial
Conference
on the Federal
Magistrates
Systeml,
it is
stated
at page 44:
With
regard
responsibilities

.--__..----..----~
1.1 This report

was

to

the
to

delegation
magistrates,

distributed

to
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Conference
has encouraged
the district
courts
to take
full
advantage
of the provisions
of the
Federal
Magistrates
Act and use their
magistrates
extensively.
The Magistrates
Committee
of the
Conference
has distributed
to the courts
model
local
rules
and suggested
procedures
for the
reference
of civil
and criminal
matters
to
magistrates,
guidelines
for implementing
the
1979 amendments
to the Act,
and checklists
on the
The
jurisdiction
and proper
use of Magistrates.
Federal
Judicial
Center
at its
continuing
education
programs
for judges
and for magistrates
has devoted
considerable
time to the effective
use of magistrates.
The Administrative
Office,
moreover,
has served
as a
clearing
house of information
on the magistrates
system
and regularly
distributed
written
materials
and oral
advice
to judcres,
magistrates,
and other
court
officers.
I also
note
that
information
magistrates
system
is frequently
as The Third
Branch,
the various
and-other
private
journals.

regarding
innovative
uses of the
disseminated
in publications
such
circuit
newsletters,
and A.B.A.

The second
recommendation
is that
the Judicial
Conference
require
all
district
courts
to analyze
their
current
use of magistrates
and develop
within
their
respective
districts
a uniform
approach
for
using
magistrates
in the most effective
and efficient
manner.
I
think
undoubtedly
it would
be useful
for individual
courts
to be
encouraged
to have a periodic
review
of their
use of magistrates
and
we try
to do that
in the District
of Maryland
through
our own
magistrates
committee.
However,
because
of the diversity
of our
system
and the myriad
variations
in it,
I have some difficulty
with
the concept
of a "uniform"
approach
to the use of magistrates.
In
this
connection,
I note
that
the 1981 Judicial
Conference
Report
already
cited,
comments
on page 45:
As is apparent
from the findings
of the New York
study,
there
is no single,
proper
or uniform
formula
for the delegation
of duties
to magistrates.
The caseload
and the individual
talents
of the
judges
and magistrates
of a district
court
should
be viewed
in totality.
The specific
manner
in
which
the caseload
is divided
among the judges
and
the magistrates
is necessarily
a matter
of local
administration.
in the District
of Maryland
we
As your draft
report
noted,
have a unique
situation
in that
because
of the number
of federal
enclaves
in the state,
the magistrates
in the district
are processing
more misdemeanors
than magistrates
in any of the other
ten districts
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studied.
This
has resulted
in some specialization
by the
magistrates
and has also
brought
about
a lower
civil
case output.
Such individual
variations
I am sure could
be multiplied
by many
other
examples.
The third
recommendation
to be made to the Judicial
Conference
is to "formalize
and disseminate
to all
district
courts
the criteria
used in evaluating
and approving
applications
for new fulltime
magistrate
positions"
and to "encourage
those
districts
with
sufficient
workloads
to request
additional
magistrate
positions."
that
there
is some confusion
on
Tt is true,
I am quite
sure,
the part
of individual
judges
as to the criteria
used,
which
probably
stems
from the fact
that
judges
have so much written
material
to review.
Actually,
the criteria
involved
are already
accessible
to every
district
judge
in the country
at page 23 of the Judicial
Conference
Dec. 1981 Report
to the Congress
on the Federal
Magistrates
System.
To those
chief
judges
like
myself
who are receiving
a copy
of your draft
report
as one of the districts
studied,
the criteria
Additionally,
it is my own
are again
set forth
at pages
31-32.
personal
experience
that
when approval
is sought
for new magistrate
positions,
representatives
of the Magistrates
Division
of the
Administrative
Office
are more than willing
to discuss
the criteria
and their
application
to a particular
district's
situation.
Finally,
the draft
report
recommends
certain
changes
if the
civil
trial
provisions
of the Magistrate's
Act are to be fully
effective.
Concern
is expressed
with
regard
to the provision
in
28 U.S.C.
S 636(c)(2)
which
states:
If a magistrate
is designated
to exercise
civil
jurisdiction
under
paragraph
(1) of this
subsection,
the clerk
of court
shall,
at the time
the action
is filed,
notify
the parties
of their
right
to
consent
to the exercise
of such jurisdiction.
The draft
report
notes
that
in two of the jurisdictions
studied,
the judges
believe
that
the Act's
language
and specifically
the
phrase
"their
right
to consent"
hinders,
or even prohibits,
judges
assuming
jurisdiction
over cases
in which
the parties
have consented
These
judges
apparently
are concerned
to a magistrate’s
jurisdiction.
that
they
will
lose
control
over individual
cases.
In
Act of
12-13:

the
1979

Feb.
sent

1980 Guidelines
to each district

to Implement
it
judge,

is

the Federal
commented

Magistrates
at pages

Although
the statute,
at 28 USC §636(c)
(2),
and the
accompanying
sectional
analysis
in the House Report
(at page 12),
use the term
"right"
in referring
to
the decision
of the parties
to consent
to a
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magistrate's
jurisdiction,
the term appears
to be employed by the drafters
to describe
what is merely the o pportunity
of the parties
to opt for an authorized
alteration
in local
court procedures.
A party's
"right"
to consent
does not imply a coordinate
right
to demand to
proceed before
a magistrate
rather
than a
district
judge.
The draft
report
5 636(c) (2) by adding

recommends that
the following:

Congress

amend 28 lJ.S.C.

The designation
of a magistrate
to conduct
proceedings
in a jury or nonjury civil
matter
under this section
shall not preclude
the
district
or judge from exercising
jurisdiction
over any case for good cause shown on its own
motion.
If this provision
is intended
to require
a district
court to
show good cause any time it decides for any reason not to refer
a
consent matter
to a magistrate,
it may well be unnecessary,
since
it is my understanding
that the Judicial
Conference
intends
that
the district
court retain
jurisdiction
over its cases and, regardless
of the party's
consent,
that the judge's
concurrence
is needed
before
a matter
is removed from a judge to a magistrate.
If any
change in the statutory
wording is felt
to be necessary,
I would
support
the Judicial
Conference's
proposed amendment of 28 U.S.C.
s 636(c)(2)
which reads:
If a magistrate
is designated
to exercise
civil
jurisdiction
under paragraph
(1) of this subsection,
the clerk of court shall notify
the parties
in a
civil
action of the availability
of a magistrate
to exercise
such jurisdiction.
report

The other
reads:

provision

of 5 636(c)(2)

dealt

with

in the draft

Thereafter,
neither
the district
judge nor the
magistrate
shall attempt
to persuade or induce
the litigant
to consent to the reference
of any
civil
matter
to a magistrate.
The draft
report
notes that involvement
by judges in the notification
process varies extensively
and that there were inconsistent
views
For that reason,
as to what constituted
"persuading
and inducing."
there would seemingly
be a sound basis for the position
of the draft
report
that the provision
in question
should be clarified
and that
perhaps a position
statement
by the Judicial
Conference
would be
the best way of illuminating
the subject.
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it is recommended
in the draft
report
Finally,
Conference
recommend
to the clerks
of court
methods
litigants
of their
opportunity
to have a magistrate
cases
and particularly
that
some procedure
be devised
follow-up
to remind
the parties
of the opportunity
This
seems to me sufficiently
covered
by the comment
the Guidelines
to Implement
the Federal
Magistrates
where
it
is stated:

XIV

that
the
for notifying
hear their
for
to consent.
on page 8 of
Act of 1979

"While
the statute
specifically
prohibits
any
judge
or magistrate
from
'persuading
or inducing'
the parties
into
consenting
to trial
by a magistrate,
there
is no reason
why the parties
may not be reminded
of their
options
in a routine
manner
at later
stages
of the case,
so long ac:
(1) no pressure
is put on
the parties;
and (2) the exercise
of the option
by
Thus,
a
the parties
remains
purely
confidential.
notice
of pretrial
or pretrial
instructions
may
routinely
remind
the parties
that
they may consider
disposition
of their
case by a magistrate."
your

I appreciate
very
thorough

the opportunity
report.

to

make

these

Sincerely

Frank
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UNITED

STATES

EASTERN

DISTRICT

DISTRICT
NEW

OF

ORLEANS

March

XV

COURT

LOUISIANA
70130

28,

1983

Mr. William
J. Anderson
Director
U. S. General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D. C. 20548
Dear Mr.

Anderson:

I have carefully
reviewed the General Accounting
Office's
draft
on "Changes Needed to Fully
Realize
the
Benefits
of the Magistrate's
System" and I concur fully
in its contents,
its conclusions,
and its recommended
changes.
I also believe
that magistrates
could make a
greater
contribution
to the U. S. District
Courts if
they were more fully
integrated
into the district
judicial
system.
In order to achieve this goal, however,
it is absolutely
essential
that all magistrates
possess
superior
legal
ability
or else the system becomes fragmentized.
prepared

In short,
report.

I congratulate

your

office

Sincerely,

vlh

Chief
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UNITED

STATES
FOR

Orrlcc

or

ADMINI#TRATIVC
TO

T”C

THE
DISTRICT
WASHINGTON,

DISTRICT
OF
D.C.

COURT

COLUMBIA
20001

THC
ASSIaTANT

cn1cr

,“ooL

April

11,

1983

Xr. William
J. Anderson
Director,
General Government Division
United States General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D. C. 20548
Dear Mr.

Anderson:

Enclosed please find comments from Judge Oliver
Gasch,
as requested
by Chief Judge Aubrey E. Sohinson,
Jr.,
concerning
your agency's
draft
report
on the Utilization
of United States Maqistrates.
Judge Gasch is a member
of the court's
committee
on magistrates.
Judge

Any inconvenience
Gasch's comments

caused by the delay
is regretted.
Sincerely
I.
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ALLkcl/---.

LeeAnn Flynn
Administrative
to the Chief
Enclosure

in

Assistant
Judqe
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RECEIVED
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Chief

FROM:

Judge Gasch

RE:

Judge

Robinson

MAR2 3 1983

fl

7Draft
Report Prepared by GAO Concerning
Utilization
of U.S. Magistrates

This 42-page draft
statement
is often
repetitious.
It does contain,
however, some useful
suggestions.
I have discussed
the report
both with Mr. 01s
of GAO and with Mr. Duane Lee of the Administrative
Office
Magistrates
Division.
Mr. Lee, at my request,
sent me his
I consider
Mr. Lee’s report
a
analysis
of the GAO report.
more comprehensive
and useful
document.
The GAO report
is based upon an analysis
of how
including
the District
of Columbia,
eleven district
courts,
Both in the report
and in his
have utilized
magistrates.
conversation
with me, Mr. 01s had no specific
criticism
of
the practices
in this district.
Two unidentified
districts
were criticized
and three were singled
out for praise.
In
it appears that some judges
one of the criticized
districts,
were reluctant
to authorize
trials
by magistrates
even
though counsel
for the parties
had consented
thereto.
The
assigned
reason was that the judges did not wish to lose
control
over the cases.
I told Mr. 01s that it had been
brought
to the attention
of our judges that counsel were
able to achieve
a continuance
after
denial
by the court of a
continuance
by the simple expedient
of consenting
to a trial
before the magistrates.
This resulted
from the fact that
the magistrates
had no time for trials
for several
months.
Three districts
were singled
out for praise
by
the GAO report--Oregon,
Maryland,
and Southern California.
In Oregon, considerable
uniformity
has been achieved
between
the judges and the magistrates
so that judges address
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Memorandum to Chief
March 22, 1983
Page 2

XVI

Judge Robinson

It appears that a state judge,
a
magistrates
as Wjudges.’
man of considerable
experience
and ability,
was selected
to
He enjoyed the confidence
of the
serve as a magistrate.
The report
indicates
district
court judges and the bar.
in Oregon conducted
42 civil
that “in 1982 Lhree magistirates
trials,
far more than any other district
in our review even
though the district
is smaller
than nearly
all our selected
The report
also states
that the magistrates
are
districts.”
automatically
assigned civil
matters
in the same manner as
judges.
In Baltimore,
a system had to be devised because
some of the judges were referring
a disproportionate
number
of cases to the magistrates
and that precluded
reference
by
A limitation
of
other judges of cases to the magistrates.
In Southern
five cases by any one judge resulted.
California
magistrates
were authorized
to perform duties
prior
to the authorization
contained
in the 1976 and 1979
amendments.
In short,
magistrates
tried
civil
cases and
handled major pre- and post-trial
matters
prior
to the
statutory
authorization.
The report
states
that Social
Security
benefit
reviews were no longer referred
to
magistrates
in Southern California
for the reason that
judges can rule directly
on such matters
without
written
decisions
whereas magistrates
are required
to write
detailed
The report
reports
of their
findings
and recommendations.
states
that judges have two law clerks
and magistrates
do
not.
The author of the report
might well examine Rule 52 of
the Federal
Rules of Civil
Procedure,
which requires
judges
to make findings
and conclusions
in all cases tried
to the
Court. *
In order to achieve the result
of having more
cases referred
to magistrates
for trial,
the GAO report
suggests
that there should be a further
amendment of the
Magistrates
Act or a resolution
of the Judicial
Conference
that would require
a judge who refuses
to refer
a case to
the magistrates
for trial
after
the parties
have consented
to state the reasons for his action.

---_-

*GAO note:

---.-----

Report has been
(See p. 27.)

revised
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Memorandum to Chief
March 22, 1983
Page 3

XVI

Judge Robinson

The report
recognizes
that neither
judges nor
magistrates
under the present
statute
may urge counsel
to
consent
to trial
before a magistrate.
The clerk's
notice
may inform counsel of this opportunity.
The report
urges
that there be a follow-up
by the Clerk's
Office,
the
objective
of which is to achieve that which the statute
prevents
judges and magistrates
from doing directly.
When
this
is considered
together
with the statement
that
magistrates
and their
staffs
cost approximately
one-half
the
cost of judges and their
staffs,
one may question
the
motivation
of the report.
*
The GAO report
recognizes
the differences
which
exist
in the problems
faced by the various
districts.
It
also recognizes
the difference
between the problems
confronted
by the individual
judges in a given district.
Nevertheless,
the report
emphasizes
the need for what may be
termed "controlled
uniformity."
Mr. Lee's analysis
of the
report,
which he has made available
to Judge Otto R. Skopil,
Jr.,
Chairman of the Magistrates
Committee of the Judicial
Conference,
refers
specifically
to a number of publications
made available
to district
court judges by the
Administrative
Office
in recent years dealing
with this
subject.
These materials
contain
useful
suggestions
and
criteria.
It seems to me, however,
that the Magistrates
Committee,
with the assistance
of Mr. Lee's division,
could
make a very useful
contribution
to the more effective
use of
magistrates
if it would provide
an updated summary for the
consideration
and utilization
of the district
judges.
With
such a summary at hand, individual
district
courts
could
more effectively
achieve maximum effective
utilization
of
the magistrate's
service.

*GAO

note:

point
we made on pages 39 to 42 was that by following
up on the initial
notification
to litigants
a
qreater
number of litigants
are consenting
to have
their
cases heard by a magistrate.
We merely
stressed
that opportunities
exist
to have more litigants consent
to trials
by a magistrate.
The

(188510)
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